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Summary cross section and map of the Quaternary sedimentary sequence beneath the Santa Clara Valley, California, showing four principal wells and their geophysical logs
used to subdivide the sequence. The upper section consists of eight repetitive, upward-fining cycles that here are divided into the postglacial cycle 1, relatively permeable
cycles 2–5, and less permeable cycles 6–8. It is this cyclic section that contains the groundwater aquifer system beneath the valley. The lower fine-grained section, beneath a
mid-Quaternary unconformity, lacks abundant coarse layers and overlies an irregular bedrock surface estimated to be about 1.5 million years old.
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Abstract
A thick Quaternary alluvial section fills a
sedimentary basin beneath the Santa Clara Valley,
California, located within the San Andreas Fault system
at the south end of San Francisco Bay. This section
consists of an upper sequence about 1,000 feet thick
containing eight sedimentary cycles and a lower finegrained unit as thick as several hundred feet. Together
these constitute the Quaternary Santa Clara Basin.
The section overlies an irregular unconformity with
more than 1,200 feet of relief cut into the underlying
bedrock. This stratigraphy is determined through
study of new wells and seismic reflection profiles,
together with a sample of the many thousands of water
wells in the valley. It represents a major change and
improvement in understanding of the basin, particularly
with regard to the upper cyclic sequence, which forms a
large groundwater system that is an important resource
in the San Francisco Bay region.
Each of the eight sedimentary cycles consists
of a coarse-grained bottom interval overlain by a
fine-grained top, with the coarse bottom forming
a permeable sheet that is more or less continuous
around the basin and the fine top forming a similarly
extensive, relatively impermeable confining layer.
This stratigraphic organization contrasts with most
previous views, which have considered the coarse
sediment in the basin to occur as scattered, discrete
lenses and (or) sinuous channel sands, all embedded in
a predominantly fine-grained section. Temperature logs

in several wells demonstrate that the fine cycle tops
do limit vertical movement of groundwater, although
this may not be the case where those tops are thin to
perhaps locally absent around parts of the basin margin.
Age control has been obtained from previous
work, in which the sedimentary cycles were correlated
with the marine oxygen isotope record and the ages of
two deeper Quaternary unconformities were estimated,
and from detailed paleomagnetic study of cores from
the new wells by E.A. Mankinen. Despite careful
search of the cores, very few fossils were found, and
none that are helpful in subdividing the section. No
tephra (volcanic ash) was recovered, and the few
carbon samples found and dated radiometrically are
limited to the upper 120 feet of the section. The upper
cyclic section ranges in age from 0 to somewhat
older than 718 thousand years (ka), and the lower
fine-grained section lies between unconformities with
estimated ages of 950 and 1500 ka.
Reflections in the seismic profiles indicate that
layering in the basin is subparallel to the ground
surface, and this fact, together with the continuous
stratigraphic detail provided by geophysical logs
of the new wells, allows the confident interwell
correlation required to delineate the sedimentary
cycles. The sequence of layers within any one cycle
tends to persist laterally between the wells in the
dataset, which are spaced 1 to 3 km apart, with most
changes occurring gradually. The eight cycles, in
contrast, tend to differ from each other in the details
of their internal organization.

Maps and cross sections show the elevations of
cycle boundaries and the underlying bedrock surface,
the varying thicknesses of the cycles and of their fine
tops and coarse bottoms, and the aggregate thickness of
coarse layers in those bottom intervals. Coarse sediment
is more abundant toward some parts of the basin margin
and in the southern part of the basin. Cycle boundary
surfaces are relatively smooth, and their shapes are
consistent with having been intercycle topographic
surfaces. The underlying bedrock surface has a relief
of more than 1,200 feet and deepens toward the center
of the basin and the west edge of the fault-bounded
Evergreen Basin, which is concealed beneath the east
side of the Quaternary basin. The absence of consistent
abrupt changes in thicknesses or boundary elevations
across the basin or in cross section indicates that the
interior of the basin is largely unfaulted, with the Silver
Creek strand of the San Andreas system at the west
edge of the Evergreen Basin being the sole exception.
The east and west margins of the Santa Clara Basin, in
contrast, are marked by reverse and thrust fault systems.

Introduction
Study of eight recently drilled deep wells in
the alluvial fill of the Santa Clara Valley of northern
California and associated data has led to discovery
of an unanticipated regularity in the upper 1,000  feet
of section. That regularity defines eight separate
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Santa Clara Valley here refers to the lowland extending from
Coyote Hills southeast to Coyote narrows (southeast of Oak hill) (see
fig. 2).

Alluvial lowlands (yellow) are distinguished from bedrock uplands (green). Principal faults are shown in black; principal
streams flowing into the study area are shown in blue: A, Alameda Creek, C, Coyote Creek, G, Guadalupe River, L, Los
Gatos Creek.
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of the seismic reflection profiles was also partially
supported by the district.
Recognition that the upper 1,000 feet or so of
section in the basin consists of eight sedimentary cycles
was made in the first new well drilled (Coyote Creek, or
CCOC), and the rest of this study was directed largely at
confirming that conclusion using other wells, and then
mapping the cycles throughout the basin. The primary
well dataset consists of geophysical logs and cores from
the new wells, geophysical logs from 15 other wells,
and driller’s logs from 105 water wells. Material from
other parts of the multidisciplinary project is also used,
particularly seismic reflection profiles, paleomagnetic
study of the cores, and high-precision temperature logs
of the wells, and specific details are obtained from
several other water wells.
Several methods were developed in this study
specifically to help interpret and compare the well
logs. These include a smoothed running measure of
the concentration of coarse-grained layers through the
section, quantitative display of driller’s descriptions
as continuous downhole logs, and the inference that
unusually deep borehole washouts in coarse layers
indicate less cohesive and thus more permeable sediment.
Each of the sedimentary cycles is subdivided into
a coarse bottom and fine top, and those are mapped
around the basin within the cycles. Systematic wellcorrelation sections containing all the wells in the
primary dataset are presented with the cycles and their
subdivisions shown. This assembly of wells provided a
framework for compiling data, by well and by cycle, on
aggregate thickness of coarse layers and other factors
that are reported in data tables. Mapping the cycle
boundaries and internal coarse/fine boundaries around
the basin provided the basis for preparing elevation
maps of those surfaces, and data on abundances of
coarse and fine sediment supported mapping those
factors as well. Representative cross sections were
prepared from the elevation maps. The data also
permitted the bedrock surface underlying the basin fill
to be mapped in some detail.

o
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10 KILOMETERS
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Figure 2. Map showing general surficial geology of the Santa Clara Valley and location of control wells, seismic reflection
profiles, and principal faults (red, dashed where concealed). Symbols distinguish wells with geophysical logs and cores,
geophysical logs only, and driller’s logs. Well codes shown only for wells with geophysical logs (E-logs). Seismic reflection
lines: CP, Cupertino, GD, Guadalupe, and EG, Evergreen. Upland bedrock areas in shaded relief (prepared from 30-m digital
elevation model of Graham and Pike, 1998). Surface geology compiled from Graymer and others (1996), Wentworth and
others (1998), Brabb and others (2000), Knudsen and others (2000), and Witter and others (2006).
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The report begins with some background on
previous work and geologic setting, describes the
subsurface data used in the study, and then proceeds
to describe the discovery of cyclicity in the section,
testing of that conclusion, and then correlation of the
cycles across the suite of 22 wells with geophysical
logs. In the process, the procedures used to interpret
and correlate the well logs are described and illustrated.
The correlations between the 22 geophysically logged
wells then provided a confident framework within
which to identify and correlate the cycles in the 105
water wells represented by driller’s logs. That set
of wells, which forms a small sample of the many
thousands of driller-logged wells in the basin, consists
largely of a set chosen and categorized in an earlier
study by Fio and Leighton (1995) and Leighton and
others (1995). With the new stratigraphy defined, some
general hydrologic implications are suggested, fault
offset of the cyclic sequence is addressed, and the
results are summarized. Appendixes present detailed
descriptions of the cores, describe some of the detailed
procedures used in the study, and list and describe
the digital files that accompany the report. Those files
include data tables, vector digital maps of areal geology
and the wells, and raster grid maps of the numerous
elevation surfaces and other data.
Illustrations are presented in three forms: figures
scattered through the text, 19 well diagrams showing
all the correlated wells in appendix B, and two suites
of maps as plates 1 and 2. Although the illustrations are
presented in the order of their principal reference and
use in the text, some are also cited earlier.

Previous Work
Groundwater in the Quaternary Santa Clara
Basin has been exploited for more than a century,
and problems and information needs associated
with that use have led to a long series of studies and

reports (see, for example, the bibliographic list in
California Department of Water Resources, 1975).
In addition, there are relevant reports by Meade
(1967), Poland and Ireland (1988), Iwamura (1995),
Fio and Leighton (1995), and Leighton and others
(1995), among others. Of these, for this analysis of
the physical stratigraphy of the Santa Clara Basin,
most of our attention can be focused on two reports by
the California Department of Water Resources (1967
and 1975) and the three 1995 reports just noted, all of
which address the whole basin.
In summary (based largely on Iwamura, 1995),
the groundwater studies divide the basin fill into an
upper unconfined to leaky confined aquifer zone with
a clay cap and a lower confined aquifer zone, the
two separated at a depth of about 150 feet by a thick
and extensive aquitard. The result is that in most of
the interior of the basin, beneath that aquitard, the
groundwater is under artesian conditions, as initially
mapped by Clark (1924). A so-called forebay facies
consisting largely of coarse sediment is distinguished
along the basin margins and considered the source of
recharge for the deep aquifer system.
The sedimentary section has been considered to
consist of generally impermeable silt and clay beds
with interlayered sand and gravel beds, with many of
the latter occurring as sinuous channel sands. Although
gravels of the Santa Clara Formation exposed at the
margin of the basin are considered essentially not water
bearing, that same unit was presumed to occur in the
subsurface within the basin, where it was considered
to be an effective part of the aquifer system. Lateral
continuity of coarse layers over considerable distances
has not generally been recognized except in the Niles
cone, where three aquifer zones extending to a depth of
about 400 feet are named. Iwamura (1995) notes that
below a depth of about 1,000 feet the section contains
less coarse material.
The two studies by the California Department of
Water Resources (1967 and 1975) and that by Iwamura
(1995) represent major efforts to better understand

the alluvial fill of the Santa Clara Basin, based largely
on an extensive suite of driller’s logs from water
wells. Each of these reports presents cross sections
from which the relative abundance of coarse and
fine sediment and the inclination of layering relative
to the ground surface can be estimated. Significant
differences are evident between the three reports.
An intricate fence diagram in the 1967 report
shows elongate discontinuous lenses of coarse
sediment enclosed in much more abundant finegrained sediment. Layering is shown as being more
or less parallel to the ground surface. Cross sections
in the 1975 report show even less coarse material
occurring in thicker, more equant patches that are
described as channel deposits. Inclination of layering,
where evident at all, ranges from deepening basinward
near the margins to subparallel to the ground surface.
Iwamura (1995) shows much more abundant and
laterally continuous coarse layers, with all but the
shallowest layers deepening eastward across the
basin. These different representations bear directly
on the expected abundance and lateral continuity of
coarse sediment, which forms the aquifer network
in the basin, and on how the coarse intervals should
correlate from well to well.
The 1975 interpretation by the California
Department of Water Resources restricts the coarse
sediment in the basin to a suite of isolated channel
sands. These are shown in a set of maps representing
50-ft elevation slices down through the section. The
maps show the coarse sediment in each elevation
slice to form narrow, sinuous channels trending
basinward that are typically about 0.2–0.65 miles
wide, all immersed in much more abundant finegrained sediment. Inspection of the maps shows that
the channel boundaries are not closely constrained by
the well control, although numerous wells containing
“predominantly clayey materials” are shown between
the channels within each elevation slice. Terminations
of these inferred channels led to inference of
numerous faults in the section.
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The Santa Clara Valley is relatively flat and
consists of alluvial fans that extend from the
surrounding hills down to a central drainage axis
(Guadalupe River and Coyote Creek) and to San
Francisco Bay, which is fringed and underlain by
the estuarine San Francisco Bay mud (fig. 2). Late
Pleistocene alluvium is exposed on the heads of
the fans, particularly on the west side of the valley,
whereas most of the valley surface consists of
Holocene alluvium fining downslope toward the
bay, with numerous natural levees expressed in the
topography along present and earlier stream courses
(Witter and others, 2006).
These surface deposits are only the uppermost
part of a thick section of young alluvium that
accumulated in this basin through much of Quaternary
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results of a paleomagnetic study of the Coyote
Creek well (Mankinen and Wentworth, 2003), a
summary of data for the new wells (Newhouse and
others, 2004), geologic description of the Coyote
Creek well (Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005b), and
description and discussion of the geologic setting
and history of the Silver Creek Fault (Wentworth and
others, 2010). Hydrologic modeling by Hanson and
others (2004), which predated the availability of the
detailed stratigraphic subdivision presented here, is
important here principally in its treatment of faults as
impediments to water movement in the basin.
The areal geology of the Santa Clara Valley and
surrounding uplands is delineated at scales of 1:62,500
to 1:100,000 on geologic maps by Graymer and others
(1996), Brabb and others (1998), Wentworth and
others (1998), and Brabb and others (2000). More
detailed mapping of the Quaternary surficial deposits is
presented by Knudsen and others (2000) and Witter and
others (2006).

Thickness, in feet

Meade (1967), in a study of sediment in cores
from two deep wells (SUNY and SJXT of our
well dataset), concludes that the section is alluvial
and contains no estuarine sediment at those drill
holes, and reports a piece of redwood at a depth
of 73 feet in SJXT with an uncalibrated 14C age of
14,350±400  years before present. He also reports
freshwater clams and snails below about 500 feet
and one mollusk (Fluminicola yatesiana) at or below
760 feet in SUNY that was then considered to be no
younger than late Pliocene.
The 1995 reports by Fio and Leighton and
Leighton and others summarize some aspects of the
previous work, but they are important to the present
study largely because of their inclusion of a set of
driller’s logs for which the driller’s descriptions are
categorized in numeric, digital form.
In a very different kind of study, Koltermann and
Gorelick (1992) developed mathematical procedures
to model the formation of the Alameda Creek
alluvial fan (Niles cone) in the northeast part of our
study area. As one constraint in that modeling, they
prepared an interpretation of the actual subsurface
distribution of coarse and fine layers in that fan based
on a rather dense array of 63 wells. They found the
coarser sediment to be distributed in lenses large in
plan extent and somewhat irregular in cross section,
particularly in the upper half, and modeled them as
forming six climate-controlled cycles that mimicked
the ground surface in cross-sectional shape.
Previous reports arising from the present
multidisciplinary study of the basin help provide
context for this report. These include a series
of papers presented at the 2005 meeting of the
Geological Society of America in San Jose,
California, particularly Andersen and others (2005),
Jachens and others (2005), Mankinen and Wentworth
(2005), Wentworth and others (2005), Wentworth
and Tinsley (2005a), and Williams and others (2005).
More extensive reports include a summary of the
Coyote Creek well (Hanson and others, 2002), initial

Figure 3. Stratigraphic diagram showing subdivision of
the Quaternary sedimentary fill of the Santa Clara Basin.
Ages in thousands of years (ka) except where noted.
Bedrock consists of Miocene fill of the Cupertino Basin,
Miocene(?)-Pliocene fill of the Evergreen Basin, and rocks
of the Franciscan Complex and Coast Range Ophiolite.
Ages modified from Wentworth and Tinsley (2005a) and
Wentworth and others (2010).
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time2, as indicated by Wentworth and others (2010).
The stratigraphic organization of the section,
which is developed in some detail in this report, is
summarized in figure 3. The basin subsided gradually
to accommodate a sequence of clastic sediment
that west of the Silver Creek Fault is as thick as
1,500  feet. Correlation of details in the section with
the marine oxygen isotope record indicates that
this subsidence proceeded at a regular rate of about
0.4 mm/yr over the past 718 thousand years during
accumulation of the upper cyclic section (Wentworth
and Tinsley, 2005b). The depositional environment
was largely alluvial (Meade, 1967; Wentworth and
others, 2010), although estuarine sediment is evident
near the southern margin of San Francisco Bay (see,
for example, Bennett, 1979). The sediment was
derived from the adjacent uplands, and the presence
of greenstone of the Franciscan Complex in gravel
throughout the section in the new wells indicates that
the source was largely the Santa Cruz Mountains to
the west (Andersen and others, 2005; Wentworth and
others, 2005).
The section is divided by a basinwide unconformity
at a depth of about 1,000 feet that separates the principal
water-bearing alluvial section above from a finer grained
section below (fig. 3). The age of that unconformity is
estimated to be slightly less than 1 million years (here,
950 ka) and that of the unconformity at the base of
the Quaternary section to be about 1.5 million years
(Wentworth and others, 2010). Contrary to earlier
presumptions, none of the distinctive Santa Clara
Formation or other Pliocene to Pleistocene gravel suites
known from surface geology around the edge of the
basin have been recognized within the basin, and they
appear to be absent there (Andersen and others, 2005;
Wentworth and others, 2010).

The Quaternary Santa Clara basin is underlain by
two largely concealed Tertiary basins separated by a
central basement high, which is composed of Franciscan
Complex and Coast Range Ophiolite. The Miocene
Cupertino Basin lies to the west and is bounded on
the west by faults of the Monte Vista system, and the
Miocene and Pliocene Evergreen Basin lies to the east and
is a strike-slip pull-apart basin formed between the Silver
Creek and Hayward Faults (Wentworth and others, 2010).
The Santa Clara Basin is separated from the
mountain ranges bounding it on the east and west by
basinward-directed systems of reverse or thrust faults
that offset or truncate the alluvial section to various
degrees (Monte Vista and Evergreen Fault systems, fig.
2). Groundwater modeling by Hanson and others (2004)
suggests the presence of an outboard strand of the Monte
Vista system that inhibits lateral movement of groundwater
(located just northeast of the label for the Monte Vista
Fault Zone on fig. 2), which they call the New Cascade
fault. Wentworth and others (2003) suggested a possible
blind fault in the Monte Vista system east of the mapped
faults of figure 2 on the basis of geophysical modeling
and the three-dimensional distribution of earthquakes.
The California Department of Water Resources (1975)
shows a variety of faults crisscrossing the basin that were
inferred from apparent terminations of buried alluvial
channels. Wentworth and others (2010), who reviewed
past depictions of faults in the basin, concluded that the
only fault that affects the interior of the Quaternary basin is
the Silver Creek Fault (fig. 2). This fault, they demonstrate,
offsets most of the Quaternary section, and the modeling
of Hanson and others (2004) indicates that it does impede
groundwater movement.

campaign, and seismic reflection profiles. The sediment
transected by the wells was sampled directly through
cuttings and core—the former described largely by
the drillers of the wells, the latter described carefully
in the laboratory by geologists (see appendix A)—
and through geophysical logs collected by raising
instruments on a wire line up the height of the borehole.

Subsurface Data

The 127 wells used in this study of the
sedimentary section (our primary well dataset) include
105 wells represented by driller’s logs and 22 wells
represented by continuous wire-line geophysical logs.
Depths of the wells range from 110 to 1,535 feet,
with about half deeper than 700 feet3. The wells are
identified by codes that for some (such as GUAD) are
based on well names or other features and for most
(such as 731) by arbitrary numbers. These codes are
used to identify the wells in the text, on the maps and
figures, in the tables, and in the digital data files. The
whole suite of wells is shown in map view on figures 2
and B1; in the former only those wells with geophysical
logs are identified by code, while in the latter all the
wells are so identified. The digital map layer wells
(appendix E) contains all these wells.
Eight of the wells with geophysical logs (table 1;
Newhouse and others, 2004) were drilled in 2000–2003
by the U.S. Geological Survey with funding from the
Santa Clara Valley Water District (6 wells) and the
State of California (2 wells). Geophysical logs were
also obtained for 14 other wells in the valley, including
4 wells from the cities of Palo Alto (well codes ELCM
and ROTH), Mountain View (MTNV), and Saratoga
(HTOR); 2 wells drilled for emplacement of vertical
extensometers in the valley for J.F. Poland in 1960

2
The beginning of the Quaternary Period has recently been
changed from 1.8 to 2.6 million years (Mascarelli, 2009; Walker and
Geissman, 2009). Because all the work associated with this report
took place in the context of the earlier definition of the period, however, that previous definition is retained here.

This study of the Quaternary sedimentary section
of the Santa Clara Basin depends on three principal
kinds of subsurface data—logs of wells (drilled largely
for water), cores taken during the recent drilling

A note about units. It is customary that depths in water wells
are measured and described in feet, and that notation is retained here,
including for thicknesses, depths, and elevations in the wells (3.28
feet = 1 meter). Other dimensions are reported in metric units.

Wells

3
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(SUNY and SJXT; Poland and Ireland, 1988); and a
deep well drilled at Ames Research Center, Moffett
Field, in 1973 (MOFT; Beyer, 1980). One well
(DUMB) was drilled near the Dumbarton Bridge by
the U.S. Geological Survey in 1975–76 and studied
by Bennett (1979). Logs of three deep geotechnical
wells drilled along the Dumbarton Bridge alignment
in 1992–93 (B-4, B-6, and B-11) were provided by the
California Department of Transportation (CalTrans).
The remaining 105 wells are water wells. The
driller’s logs for most of these wells come from the
database of wells prepared by Leighton and others
(1995) as part of a general study of groundwater in the
southern San Francisco Bay region (Fio and Leighton,
1995). It is these wells from the Leighton database that
are identified by arbitrary numeric codes. The well
CRIT, an unusually deep water well (1,535 feet) drilled
in 1909–10, was reported by Crittenden (1951).
Wells were an important source of control in
delineating the irregular surface of bedrock beneath the
Quaternary basin. For this, 46 wells from the primary
dataset that either reached rock or helped constrain the
depth of the surface were supplemented by 18 other
bedrock wells.

Cores
Six of the newly drilled wells were cored, with
the goal for most of collecting about 200 feet of core
in each nominally 1,000-ft well. The exception was
GUAD (drilled to rock at 1,336 feet), in which core
from the upper 1,000 feet of the well was sought. The
practical result was to recover 662 feet of core from
883 feet attempted in GUAD and 205 of 339 feet in
CCOC, with similar proportions in the other four partly
cored wells (EVGR, MGCY, STPK, and WLLO).
The locations of the cores in the wells are shown
graphically on the well sections of figure 14.
During coring, as the donut-shaped core bit
advances downward, a central column of material
remains and is captured in a plastic tube (liner) within

Table 1. Wells drilled in the Santa Clara Valley by the U.S. Geological Survey, 2000–2003.
[Elevations and depths in feet. Datum for latitude/longitude is North American Datum 1927 (NAD27). Negative longitudes are west of
Greenwich. Surface elevations from 30-m digital elevation model (Graham and Pike, 1998)]

Well code
CCOC

Surface
elevation
84.5

Well depth
1,011

Depth to
rock

Well name

Well number

Longitude

Latitude

----

Coyote Creek

007S001E09L004

-121.86835

37.33702

ELNR

22.6

932

922

Eleanor

005S003W36P002

-122.14202

37.45026

EVGR

180.5

1,009

----

Evergreen

007S002E19C005

-121.79644

37.31616

GUAD

33.1

1,369

1,335.5

Guadalupe

006S001W26Q001

-121.93505

37.37770

MGCY

213.9

869

787

McGlincy

007S001W35L017

-121.94270

37.27670

STGA

225.2

1,000

----

Saratoga

007S001W29C003

-121.99653

37.30056

STPK

138.1

1,000

----

Santana Park

007S001W14P001

-121.94352

37.31967

WLLO

115.8

842

802.4

Willow

007S001E19B003

-121.90340

37.31581

the core barrel. The barrel assembly is then retrieved
by wire line. Coring attempts were typically 5 feet,
although a full 5 feet of core was rarely obtained.
Principal causes of core loss were blockage of the
mouth of the core barrel by a stone or concretion during
advance of the drill and falling of cored material out
of the open-ended liner during wire-line retrieval of
the core barrel. In the laboratory, each core was split
longitudinally and carefully described at centimeter
scale in terms of such factors as color, grain size,
and layering and other sedimentary structures. The
procedures and resulting descriptive details for all the
cores are presented in appendix A.

Well Logs
The principal means used to interpret the
sedimentary sections in the wells were natural
gamma and resistivity curves for the geophysically
logged wells and driller’s descriptions of textures
(driller’s logs) in the other wells. In some of the older
geophysically logged wells, self potential (SP) logs
served the same role as the natural gamma logs. The
logs are shown graphically in the well diagrams using

consistent symbols and positions, as illustrated in figure
4. Very detailed and irregular raw natural gamma curves
from the new wells were smoothed using a running
average to match the detail of commercial logs for the
other geophysically logged wells. The geophysical
logs respond to differences in the layered sedimentary
section in characteristic ways that permit identification
of different sediment types, which makes them standard
tools used in the ground water and petroleum industries
(see, for example, Asquith and Gibson, 1982).
Driller’s logs describe the cuttings produced
by drilling—typically collected for every10-foot
advance of the drill bit down the hole—in terms that
often require translation or interpretation to be useful
geologically. Leighton and others (1995) went a step
further and, for a selected set of wells, assigned the
driller’s descriptions to a set of numbered geologic
categories (table 2). Those numeric categories are recast
here to provide a simple textural spectrum ranging
from fine to coarse grained sediment, plus rock (table
2). Driller’s descriptions for wells CRIT and FWLR
are interpreted in the same way. The resultant textural
values are graphed in a fashion analogous to the
geophysical logs to produce continuous downhole logs
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of relative coarseness, as illustrated in figure 4. This
method of representing the driller’s logs was developed
because comparison of driller’s descriptions of cuttings
from adjacent water wells had indicated that, although
the specific descriptions differed considerably, the
relative changes in coarseness with depth matched fairly
closely. The simplicity of these curves, compared to the
original descriptions, greatly facilitated comparison and
interpretation.
Caliper logs, which measure the diameter of the
borehole, were collected in all eight of the new wells.
These are used here to identify where unusually deep
washouts occurred in the borehole wall (fig. 18).
Nearly continuous wire-line logs of P- and S-wave
seismic velocity were also collected in five of the new
wells (fig. 12; Newhouse and others, 2004; and see
Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005b).
Another continuous downhole curve that proved
crucial in the interpretations is the coarseness curve
(examples shown in fig. 4), which is a running measure
of the varying concentration of coarse layers down the
hole that was prepared specifically for this study, as
described below.
Before each of the six cored wells was drilled, a
cone penetrometer sounding (CPT; see example in fig.
5A) was taken at the drill site (Noce and Holzer, 2003;
Newhouse and others, 2004). Sounding depths, which
depended on resistance to penetration and deflection of
the probe by stones, reached a maximum of 122  feet.
These soundings were part of a study in the Santa
Clara Valley by T.L. Holzer and coworkers, who were
collecting new CPT data throughout the valley in order to
delineate thickness and properties of the unconsolidated
surficial deposits that might be subject to liquefaction
(Holzer and others, 2010; and see http://earthquake.usgs.
gov/regional/nca/cpt). The CPT procedure measures
resistance to downward advance of a conically tipped rod
3.6 cm in diameter, which can be interpreted in terms of
sediment texture and consolidation (see Wentworth and
Tinsley, 2005b). CPT logs are presented here for wells
CCOC and GUAD (fig. 5b).

D

C

C

300

C

P

R
100

R

400

G
150

500

Each well is identified by a well code and represented by a column within which the log information
is plotted as a function of depth. For wells with geophysical logs, the column is divided into two parts
vertically with different logs plotted in each.
Values for the logs increase to the right, as shown at top. Resistivity typically ranges from 0 to 75 or
100 ohm-meters and natural gamma from 0 to 100 API units. SP typically has a 100-mv range, usually
from 0 to 100 millivolts. Only one value is shown at the centerline, generally the high end of the left hand
scale, as the resistivity scales all start at 0. Numeric driller’s logs have values of 1 to 5, and 9. Values
for the coarseness curve range from 0 to 100 percent within its column.
SUNY Well code

R

Resistivity log - plotted on right

G

Gamma log - plotted on left

D

Numeric driller’s log

P

SP log - plotted on left

C

Coarseness curve

Figure 4. Explanation of symbols used for the various well logs shown in the well diagrams
and sections. In some cases different logs represent the upper parts of the wells, as shown
here where the deep logs for MOFT are supplemented by logs from a nearby shallow well, and
in GUAD where shallow logs were run before the upper part of the well was cased. See text
for description of how the numeric driller’s logs and coarseness curves are constructed.
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Table 2. Numerical representations of driller’s log
descriptions.
[Conversion of driller’s descriptions of materials into numeric form:
A, Initial conversion by Leighton and others (1995) and B, conversion
of those values into the simple fine-to-coarse progression used here
(F–C values), with the associated weighting factor used to plot the
numeric driller’s logs and compute the coarseness curves]

Finally, a density curve is available for the deep
well MOFT (fig. 15). This curve (Beyer, 1980; L.A.
Beyer, written commun., 2005) is based on a downhole
gravity survey that was collected in the well using an
experimental downhole gravimeter (McCulloh and
others, 1967).

Seismic Reflection Profiles

A.
Value

Description

0

unknown

1

rock, stone, shale, fractured shale

2

hard or cemented clay, hardpan

3

mud, clay, silt, silty clay, peat, clayey silt

4

sandy or gravelly clay, sandy silt, topsoil

5

tight, hard, or cemented sand, sandstone, tight, hard,
or cemented gravel

6

clayey or silty sand, clayey or silty gravel

7

sand, gravelly sand

8

gravel, sandy gravel

Three seismic reflection profiles aggregating
about 25 km in length were collected across selected
parts of the valley (fig. 2) by R.A. Williams and
others using a minivibroseis energy source and
multichannel receiver array (Williams and others,
2002; Williams and others, 2004; Williams and others,
2005). This procedure was very successful in imaging
the Quaternary sedimentary section to depths of
1 km (3,300 ft) or more, despite difficult recording
conditions that involved both urban noise and greatly
varied ground conditions. Wentworth and others
(2010) illustrate the western part of the Evergreen
profile (EG), and its whole length to a depth of about
400 m (1,300 ft) is shown here in figure 13.

Interpreting the Geophysical Logs
B.
F–C
Weight
value

Description (texture)

Leighton
value

0

0

unknown

1

0

clay to sandy silt

2

0.1

sandy or gravelly clay

4

3

0.4

clayey or silty sand or gravel

6

4

0.7

sand, gravelly sand

5

1

gravel

8

9

1

rock

1

2, 3

7, 5

Two of the new wells, CCOC and GUAD, which
between them transected the whole Quaternary section
and yielded 867 ft of core, provided an excellent look
at the basin fill and posed all the basic issues involved
in defining the sedimentary column from the well logs
and cores. The cores indicated, as expected, that the
section consists of mud, silt, sand, and gravel, and
that these different textures are interlayered at various
scales. But it was the geophysical logs that provided
continuous information down the wells. The cores
and logs from these two wells were used together to
determine how to interpret all the geophysical logs for
the purposes of this study.

In the saturated, predominantly freshwater
environment of the Santa Clara Basin, the gamma and
resistivity logs respond principally to clay content.
Thus, natural gamma radiation is typically high in clay
and low in sand, whereas electrical resistivity is low in
clay and high in sand. Plotting these two logs together
down the well column, with the gamma logs to the left
and resistivity logs to the right, yields a pattern like the
cross section of a complex spindle in which the narrow
parts are finer grained (high gamma/low resistivity)
and wider parts are coarser grained (low gamma/high
resistivity). This pattern is evident in the logs for wells
MOFT and GUAD in figure 4, and for wells CCOC
and GUAD in figure 5B where the inferred layering is
shown.
With this log response in mind, the detailed
descriptions of cores from wells CCOC and GUAD
were used to empirically calibrate interpretation of
sediment textures from the geophysical logs. This
was done in two steps, first by calibrating the log
interpretation through visual comparison between core
textures and the log features at equivalent depths, and
second by testing that calibration through quantitative
comparison with the core descriptions. In the first
step, visual comparison of the textures observed in the
cored intervals with the gamma and resistivity logs of
the same intervals (see fig. 5A for a graphic example)
guided establishment of a set of textures that could be
inferred from the logs and then used to define layering
in the section. The textures thus inferred from the logs
are here called log textures (table 3), to distinguish
them from those observed in the cores, which are called
core textures (fig. 5A).
This visual comparison indicated that the
most prominent gamma lows having corresponding
resistivity highs represent medium-grained sand to
gravel (see example E on fig. 5A), whereas higher
gamma values that lack equivalent resistivity highs
represent finer grained core material (B on fig. 5A).
Unexpectedly, fine sand to silt could generally not be
distinguished from silty clay and clay from the logs.
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A

Log and Core Textures

Logs and Log Scales
Natural Gamma

Log Texture Units
A - Silty clay and clayey silt

0

0

Coarseness
Percent

0

API-GR

100

CPT Tip Resistance
0 Qt (MN/m^2)

100

70

B - Clay, silt, and fine sand

Table 3. Log textures.

C - Sand, gravel, and finer sediment

[Textures interpreted from the geophysical logs (natural gamma,
16-inch normal resistivity, and caliper) according to relations defined
from the detailed textural descriptions of the cores. Category B is
the relatively fine-grained remainder after the other log textures are
delineated. RES., resistivity]

1

D

D - Loose sand and gravel
E - Sand and gravel

Cycles

100

2

Core Textures
Clay, silty clay, and clayey silt

Low

Description

---

Principally clay, silty
clay, and clayey silt

B Mixed fine Mod.- Low
high

---

Clayey silt to silt and
fine sand

C Mixed
coarse
and fine

Low

---

Sand and gravel
with abundant finer
sediment

D Coarse

Low

E

Coarse

Low

Mod.

High

High

Medium sand and gravelly sand

4

Coarse sand and gravelly sand

0

100

200

Inches

10

Caliper

Gravel

Was- Principally medium
houts to coarse sand and
gravel, relatively
loose and permeable
No Principally medium
wash- to coarse sand and
outs gravel

200

Nominal
well
diameter

0

Ohm-m

100

Resistivity,
16” Normal

Washout
threshold

Detail of Logs and Cores

0

B
A

50

300

E
400

100

Depth, in meters

High

Caliper

Cores

A Consistently fine

Gamma Res.

Depth, in feet

Size

Silt, sandy silt, and silty sand
Fine sand and gravelly sand

Figure 5. Stratigraphic
interpretations of the
sections in wells CCOC
and GUAD derived from
the electronic logs and
examination of cores. A,
Explanation of symbols for
logs, log textures, and core
textures used in B. Log and
Core Textures shows textural
categories and color codes
for log-texture units and
core textures; Logs and Log
Scales gives examples and
scales for the various logs,
including a CPT log plotted
on the right in green; and
Detail of Logs and Cores
shows a portion of the
layered section in GUAD
to illustrate the relation
between core textures and
details of the natural gamma
and resistivity curves from
which the log textures
are inferred. See text for
description of log and core
textures and for discussion of
geophysical logs. Examples
marked by circled letters
are keyed to the text. B, The
sections in wells CCOC and
GUAD showing logs, core
textures, and log textures
interpreted from the logs and
cores. See A for explanation
of symbols. Cycles, cycle
boundaries and correlations
in green. Example marked by
C is keyed to text.
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Given these relations, intervals in the section with
strong gamma lows and equivalent resistivity highs were
delineated as coarse sediment (medium-grained sand and
coarser, log textures D and E) and the rest of the section as
fine grained (clay to fine sand, log texture B). Exceptions
to this twofold subdivision were few. In the fine-grained
intervals, some occurrences of very high gamma values
with equivalent low resistivity troughs did represent
largely clay to clayey silt (log texture A; example A on fig.
5A). Within the coarser intervals, some resistivity highs
with equivalent strong gamma lows are not nearly as high
as most, and the cores indicate that here the sediment
consists of mixed coarse and fine layers not resolved by
the geophysical logs (C in GUAD column on fig. 5B). This
is log texture C, which is also considered coarse. Because
the geophysical logs tend to have high gradients at unit
boundaries, the positions of the boundaries between these
different intervals in the logs are relatively insensitive to
the exact location of the picks.
Distinction between the coarse log textures D and
E was made using the caliper log (fig. 5A). Amongst the
various causes of changes in borehole diameter, it had been
anticipated that differential washouts of the borehole wall
might well occur in coarse-grained intervals where the
material was relatively loose and permeable. Numerous
unusually wide parts of the borehole within coarse log
intervals do occur, to a well depth of 530 ft in CCOC and
240 ft in GUAD, and these were categorized as log texture D
(D on fig. 5A). Those coarse log intervals lacking such deep
washouts were categorized as log texture E. Surface casing
in the upper 180 feet of GUAD prevented the collection of
caliper data there, but it is assumed that the shallow coarse
layers there have washouts as they do in CCOC.
The layering thus defined from the geophysical logs
for these two wells is shown in figure 5B, together with
the logs themselves: natural gamma, resistivity (16- inch
normal), and caliper. In this figure the depths and textures
of the cores are plotted in a column between the gamma
and resistivity logs, using a generalization into six
categories of the detailed textures originally described
from the cores.
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Testing the Log-Texture Interpretation
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The log textures were defined by visual comparison
of the core textures with the geophysical logs, and these
categories were used in making the layer distinctions
shown in figure 5. Then, in this second step, that
interpretation was tested quantitatively by intersecting
the textures observed in the cores from wells CCOC and
GUAD (here aggregated into 12 core textures) with the
log textures that had been defined in those wells. That
is, the depth intervals for different textures observed in
the cores were intersected with the layered sequence of
log textures down each well (as illustrated in figure 6),
and the results tabulated by log texture. The procedure is
carried out by computer, compares the textures observed
in the cores with the inferred log textures at equivalent
depths, and yielded the numeric results displayed
graphically in figure 7. The procedure depends on good
registration between well depths measured by the drill
string (core depths) and those measured by wire-line (log
depths), which the results suggest was the case.
Figure 7 shows by colored curves the proportions of
the various core textures determined by the intersection
to occur within each of the five log textures (A through
E). These curves show that the log categories successfully
separate different aggregates of the twelve core textures,
in the fashion indicated by the original visual comparison,
although that separation is far from complete. Nor should
it necessarily be so. Even at the relatively fine scale of the
geophysical logs, many of the measurements are still of sets
of beds rather than of individual textural intervals, which
are as thin as one to a few centimeters. Some mismatch
between core and log depths may also be involved.
These results help quantify the significance of
placing the boundary between coarse and fine sediment
in this work between medium- and fine-grained sand.
The green curves in figure 7 indicate that log texture
B (clay, silt, and fine sand), which forms most of the
fine-grained category, contains about 25 to 40 percent
clayey silt to silty sand.

Core Textures

c-C
c-F 5

Note also that the amount of lost core (attempted
but not recovered) is related to log texture, with more
coarse than fine material being lost. This is as expected,
for coarse sediment is more likely to disaggregate and
fall out of the core barrel during its retrieval.
These textural interpretations from the geophysical
logs are much more detailed than the textural
descriptions by Newhouse and others (2004, their figs.
3 and 7) for the same wells and differ considerably
from them in the relative abundance of coarse sediment,
particularly for CCOC. Those earlier descriptions, in
a fashion similar to driller’s logs, were based largely
on cuttings taken at 10-ft depth intervals and seem to
emphasize the coarser materials relative to the abundant
fine-grained sediment inferred here from the geophysical
logs and confirmed by comparison with the cores.

C

The Coarseness Curve

F

Inspection of the layering defined from the
geophysical logs in well CCOC (using the procedures
just described) suggested local concentrations of coarse
layers in the section (that is, of log textures C, D,
and E). In order to quantify the depth distribution of
coarser layers, a smoothed measure of coarseness was
developed by calculating the percent of coarse section
in a 50-ft-high window that was moved by short steps
down the well (variously 0.1, 1, or 10 ft). The resulting
curve was marked by several prominent, simple to
complex peaks separated by distinct lows (fig. 5B).
The peaks mark local concentrations of coarse layers,
the lows their relative absence. The 50-ft height was
selected by inspection to capture the effect of several
layers together. Testing on the layered sequence of
CCOC with a suite of window heights ranging from
10 to 200 ft (fig. 8) demonstrates that the result is
not a function of window height. Rather, the curves
show different degrees of generalization of the same
layered section, and the 50-ft window provides good
discrimination of its varying coarse and fine elements.

Figure 6. Diagrammatic vertical section showing
simplified graphic example of intersecting the layering
interpreted from the well logs (log textures) with the
textures observed in the cores (core textures). The cores
(on the left) and the continuous layering interpreted
from the well logs (on the right) overlap (intersect) in
the column at center. White = no core, c and C = coarse
texture, f and F = fine texture. The intersected result f-F (at
1) represents a core of fine sediment that occurs within
a layer identified from the logs as fine grained, and c-C
(2) represents a coarse core within a coarse log layer. In
contrast, c-F (3) and f-C (4) represent cases where coarse
and fine cores occur within log layers of the opposite
texture. At (5) the coarse core is split by the coarseover-fine contact in the log column, which results in two
intersected layers, a c-C interval above and a c-F interval
below. See text for further discussion.
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Figure 7. Chart showing intersected core textures within each logtexture category for wells CCOC and GUAD. The colored curves represent
the range (X axis) and abundance (Y axis) of core textures that occur
within each log texture (A through E of figure 5A). Labels for the curves
indicate log texture (letter) and total thickness of that log texture cored
(in feet). Dots at right indicate percentage of core lost (attempted but not
recovered) within each log texture (dot colors match curve colors).
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Figure 8. Vertical section for the Coyote Creek well (CCOC) with coarseness curves
determined for a wide range of window heights. The scale shows the percent of coarse
material separately for each curve, with its zero origin marked at top. Log textures for
the well are simplified from the categories of figure 5 to either coarse (red) or fine (blue).
Principal peaks in the 50-foot curve are numbered (compare with figure 9).
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After the value of the coarseness curves was
demonstrated in wells CCOC and GUAD (and later in
WLLO), where they were calculated from the detailed
layer interpretation of the geophysical logs, similar curves
were calculated for most of the other geophysically
logged wells directly from the resistivity logs. In this
procedure, a varying base line was defined along
minimum values (troughs) in the curve, and a threshold
was defined part way up the typical peak amplitude.
Resistivity values exceeding that threshold were
considered to represent coarse intervals, the others fine.
For the most part the shapes of the resulting coarseness
curves were found to be relatively insensitive to the
particular threshold chosen, except where small resistivity
peaks representing thin coarse layers were present.
For the driller’s logs, coarseness curves were
calculated from the F-C values of table 2 using the
weighting values as the measure of coarseness (F-C
stands for Fine-Coarse). That is, instead of being either
fine (0) or coarse (1) at each sample point (as is the case
for the log textures based on the geophysical logs), here
where the categories generally involve mixed textures,
each F-C texture is assigned a degree of coarseness
according to the associated weighting value (thus, 0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.7, or 1). For these logs, the step distance for
moving the sampling window down the well was 10 ft.
For a few wells, the coarseness curves were calculated
by hand from the geophysical or driller’s logs. Here,
also, the longer (10 ft) step in window position was used.

Sedimentary Cycles
The sedimentary section traversed by well CCOC,
the first drilled of the new wells, consisted of clay,
silt, sand, and gravel, as expected, but the layered
organization of those materials contained a regularity
that was not expected. That regularity, clearly revealed
by the coarseness curve for the well, posed questions
that drove much of the remainder of this study.

The one feature that was expected, based on the
pioneering work of Helley (1990), was an uppermost
interval of unconsolidated sediment deposited during
postglacial time. To test this, a CPT sounding was
taken at the CCOC well site before drilling began.
That sounding reached a depth of 122 feet and showed
a fine-grained unconsolidated surface layer with a
coarse base overlying a somewhat more consolidated
section (fig. 5; Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005b). That
contact was targeted in the coring program, and was
found to consist of unconsolidated sand overlying a
truncated soil developed in clayey silt and silty sand at
a depth of 74 ft. Carbonaceous material collected from
above and below that contact in CCOC and dated with
carbon 14 brackets the contact between ages of 32.8
and 12.4 ka (see fig. 14C).
Peaks in the coarseness curve show that the
coarse layers in CCOC are concentrated in eight
limited intervals (figs. 5 and 8). The upper five (1–5)
and the lowermost (8) peaks in the curve are relatively
simple, whereas peaks 6 and 7, though still distinct,
are more complex (see figure 9, where the curve and
its features are most readily seen). Inspection of the
layering in the context of the coarseness curve shows
that each concentration of coarse layers is underlain
by a distinct fine interval that is thicker than most of
those within the overlying groups of coarse layers.
In this stratigraphic section, then, there are eight
cycles, each consisting of a coarse bottom and fine
top. These are not simply interlayered coarse and
fine intervals, however, for the base of each cycle is
marked by an abrupt coarse-over-fine contact (shown
in green on fig. 9), whereas in most of the cycles the
transition upward from coarse bottom to fine top is to
some degree gradational. That is, the thickness and
(or) abundance of coarse layers decreases upward
from the coarse bottom to fine top of a cycle. Thus
this 978-ft section in CCOC consists of a sequence
of eight, upward-fining sedimentary cycles. Cycle
thicknesses are all within a factor of two (93–188 ft),
except for cycle 1, which is thinner (74 ft).

This is a remarkable pattern of organization of
the section that, if characteristic of the Quaternary
basin as a whole, would define a framework for
characterizing the stratigraphic organization of the
whole aquifer system. It would also have important
geological implications. The possibility that this
pattern applies to the whole basin was tested with the
second well to be analyzed, GUAD, and that section
showed the same organization.
The well GUAD was drilled to a greater depth
than CCOC, but layering in the upper 1,000 feet or
so of section shows the same cyclicity (figs. 5B and
9), despite the fact that this well is located 7.4 km
downstream from CCOC and transects a finer grained
section (22.8 percent coarse material, versus 37.3
percent in CCOC). The same concentrations of coarse
layers occur in GUAD, and they compare well with
those in CCOC, cycle by cycle. Note that in defining
the cycles and cycle boundaries, the coarseness curve
and layering details were used together. Peaks in
the curve locate the concentrations of coarse layers,
and the base of each cycle is then placed below the
lowest prominent coarse layer overlying a prominent
fine interval. The CPT sounding for GUAD (fig. 5B),
like that for CCOC, shows an unconsolidated layer
at the surface but was unable to penetrate its basal
coarse interval. Although there is a general decrease
in the number and thickness of coarse layers from
CCOC to GUAD, the details of the two coarseness
curves, peak by peak, show striking similarity (fig. 9).
Dated carbonaceous material collected from above
and below the base of cycle 1 in GUAD brackets that
contact between ages of about 58 and 14.2 ka (see fig.
14B).
The implications of the similarity between these
two wells are that the eight cycles are stratigraphically
correlative between the two wells, that equivalent
cycles represent the same deposition sequence, albeit
considerably finer grained in GUAD, and that the
coarse layers are, to the degree that they persist from
CCOC to GUAD, the same layers.
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This correlation between the two wells is quite
rigorous. Eight fine-over-coarse cycles occur within the
same depth range in each well. The shape of the peak in
the coarseness curve for each cycle is similar to that of
the equivalent in the other well and is largely different
from those of the other peaks. The sequence of cycles
is thus the same, compared cycle by cycle. The layering
within each cycle can also be compared directly. In
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some, such as cycle 3, the fine top is relatively thick,
whereas in others, such as cycle 4, it is less prominent.
In some the upward fining is more evident than in
others. And progressive lateral change is a guide. GUAD
contains a finer grained section than CCOC, such that
most coarse layers thin toward GUAD and some drop
out. Finally, equivalent cycles occur at similar depths
in the two wells, which is consistent with the indication
from the seismic reflection profiles that the sedimentary
layering is subparallel to the ground surface.
The evidence thus indicates that the layered
sequences in wells CCOC and GUAD represent, in
fact, the same stratigraphic section and contain the
same eight upward-fining cycles within a thickness
of about 1,000 feet. That conclusion, reached early
in the investigation, led Wentworth and Tinsley
(2005a) to correlate the cycles observed in CCOC
and GUAD with the dated marine oxygen-isotope
record, and that correlation permitted the ages of the
cycles to be determined (see fig. 3). They attributed
the sedimentary cyclicity to the variation in climate
that has driven the Quaternary glacial cycles. The
sharp base of each cycle should thus be marked by an
unconformity, associated with a glacial low stand of
sea-level and a low sediment supply, and be overlain
by the coarse lower part of the next sediment cycle
that formed as the climate warmed (Wentworth and
Tinsley, 2005a; Wentworth and others, 2010).
The ages assigned to the cycles apply to their
unconformable bases, and they indicate durations for
cycles 2 through 8 of 88 to 122 k.y., with an average of
100  k.y. The length of cycle 1 is much shorter (18 k.y.), as
the present glacial cycle is only about 20 percent complete.

400

Figure 9. Vertical sections with coarseness curves for
wells CCOC and GUAD. Equivalent peaks in the curves are
correlated (dashed lines) and numbered. Log textures are
simplified from the categories of figure 5 to either coarse
(red) or fine (blue).

Expanding the Correlation
With a set of eight correlative cycles
demonstrated in wells CCOC and GUAD, the next test
of whether this cyclicity is a basinwide characteristic

was to examine the rest of the geophysically logged
wells in the dataset. Those logs provide a far more
accurate and detailed measure of the sedimentary
sections transected by the wells than do the driller’s
logs, which are addressed later. Well HTOR is also
reserved for later consideration, as it lies west of the
Monte Vista frontal fault at the west side of the basin
(fig. 2).
The layering in this second group of wells was
examined in the context of the experience gained from
working with wells CCOC and GUAD. It seemed
unnecessary to distinguish all the log textures of table
3, but only to distinguish coarse from fine layers, as is
done in figures 8 and 9. Log textures A and B are thus
grouped together as fine, and textures C, D, and E as
coarse. The coarseness curves for most of these wells
were calculated directly from the resistivity logs.
These coarseness curves are less sensitive to layering
details than those determined from detailed layer
interpretation, with the result that details of the curves
that might help distinguish one cycle from another
are muted. The resistivity logs alone were generally
a sufficient guide to the layering. The natural gamma
logs were important, however, particularly to confirm
some coarse layers, refine boundary positions, and
complete the uppermost parts of the wells where the
resistivity logs are missing or uninterpretable.
Considerable emphasis in this analysis was
placed on correlating the cycles directly from the
coarseness curves. Other factors emphasized were
the sequence of cycles down a well and correlation
to similar depth. As almost all of the wells are more
than 1 km apart, a depth difference as large as 100 ft
for the same cycle boundary between wells seemed
reasonable, although most correlations involved much
smaller differences. Cycle 1 was identified using
the pattern from CCOC and GUAD as a guide (a
fine unconsolidated upper interval with a relatively
thin, coarse base). Once the base for that cycle was
determined, the bottom of the next deeper coarseness
peak was taken to identify the base of cycle 2.
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of its layered sequence between adjacent wells
was sought, as was sharp definition of cycle bases
with prominent coarse layers overlying a thick, or
especially fine-grained, fine interval. In this process
it proved important to inspect the coarseness curves
and the details of the geophysical logs together, in
part because the coarseness curves based solely on
the resistivity logs are more generalized than those
prepared from the detailed log-texture interpretations.
The eight newly drilled wells (table 1), which
have minimum spacings greater than 3 km, were
correlated first, and the correlation was then extended
from these wells into the others with geophysical
logs. This produced a network of 21 correlated wells
with most minimum spacings between adjacent wells
ranging from about 1 to 5 km (fig. 10). Not only can
the sequence of cycles be found in all these wells,
with minor exceptions, but equivalent cycles in
adjacent wells typically show similarity in the internal
sequences of layering and the shapes of the coarseness
curves. This is the case even in the initial, more
widely spaced set of eight wells. Differences in the
depth to correlated cycle boundaries between adjacent
wells range from 0 to 70 ft, with most being less than
about 40 ft. The network covers most of the basin,
except for the area east of Coyote Hills (Niles cone)
and east of the Silver Creek Fault.
The resultant correlations within this set of 21
wells are shown in the three well sections of figure  11.
The northern well section (fig. 11A) runs northeast
from well ELNR across the neck in San Francisco
Bay at Dumbarton narrows to well B-11, and the
sedimentary sequence here tends to be quite fine
grained. It is so fine, in fact, that the bases of cycles
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can the base of cycle 2 in B-11. The central well
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coarser running from the drainage axis at well CCOC
southwestward up the alluvial fan complex to STGA.
The somewhat atypical well EVGR is added to that
well section southeast of CCOC.
Inspection of the well sections of figure 11
indicates that, although equivalent cycles are similar
in adjacent wells, the internal layering of the cycles
tends to change progressively from well to well.
Cycle thicknesses are variable, but generally change
gradually, though some abrupt changes are evident.
The pattern within a cycle typically involves a basal
sequence of one to several coarse layers that persists
with only limited change across the well section,
supplemented above by other coarse layers that
appear, disappear, divide, and merge progressively
across the well section.
This set of correlations indicates that the Quaternary
section throughout much of the Santa Clara Basin
is, in fact, characterized by eight generally finingupward sedimentary cycles, as originally suggested by
interpretation of wells CCOC and GUAD (in effect, the
discovery wells). There are ambiguities in places, and a
few unidentifiable cycles in some wells, but a consistent
set of cycles can be defined in all the geophysically
logged wells in the dataset. This result involving the best
data in the set indicates that the cyclic sequence is present
throughout all of the basin sampled by the wells.
Cycle definition is least obvious in some of the
relatively fine-grained well sections near the bay and
in some of the largely coarse-grained well sections on
the fan complex in the southern part of the basin. In
the former, it can be difficult to distinguish a coarse
cycle base, and in the latter it is the fine cycle top that
can be difficult to define. The difficulty encountered
in the northern fine-grained wells has already been
noted. Of the coarser wells, WLLO is notable in the
definition of the base of cycle 5. There, a contrast
between borehole washouts above (log texture D)
and very few, thin washouts below (log texture E)
emphasizes the very thin fine-grained layer at which
the base of the cycle is placed (figs. 14C and 18). In

the coarser grained wells, also, any gradational change
from coarse cycle bottom to fine top is least evident.
There are other departures from a simple sequence
of eight upward-fining cycles. In some wells the lower
part of the cyclic sequence is cut out by shallowing
bedrock. At Dumbarton narrows, the base of cycle 2 is
only barely evident in well B-6 and is not expressed at
all in well B-11, although the other cycles above bedrock
are all present in these two wells. The base of cycle 1 is
not everywhere clear—high on the alluvial fans in STGA
and MGCY, for example, because it is so thin that it is not
resolved by the logs, and in SJXT because the logs start
below the top of cycle 2. Well DUMB is different again,
for no coarse base is present in cycle 1 and the underlying
coarse interval belongs to cycle 2 according to the carbon
dates (fig. 11A) reported by Bennett (1979).

Defining Cycle 1
The layering that defines cycle 1 is clearly evident
in wells CCOC and GUAD, where the eightfold cyclicity
of the upper Quaternary section was first discovered.
There, the CPT soundings and cores indicate that cycle 1
consists of unconsolidated fine sediment with a relatively
thin coarse base. We had initially intended (Graham
and Wentworth, 2005) to extend identification of this
uppermost layer across the basin using the pioneering
work of Helley (1990) and several subsequent efforts
to delineate the unconsolidated Holocene section in
the Santa Clara Valley from geotechnical borings. This
method proved unfeasible, however, as explained below.
The California Geological Survey was pursuing
such work in support of its Seismic Hazard Zoning
Program (Clahan and others, 2002; see also http://
www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/shzp/Pages/Index.aspx);
C.S. Hitchcock and E.J. Helley of William Lettis and
Associates were doing similar work under a grant from
the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program
of the U.S. Geological Survey (Hitchcock and Helley,
2003); and T. L. Holzer and associates were collecting

new cone penetrometer data in the valley in order to
delineate thickness and properties of the unconsolidated
surficial deposits (Holzer and others, 2010; see also
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/nca/cpt). The position
chosen for the base of the surficial unconsolidated
interval in those studies, however, was generally
shallower than the base of cycle 1 where it could be
defined from good control, such as in CCOC.
This disparity seems to result largely from not all
the basal coarse sediment of cycle 1 being considered
unconsolidated in those studies. As a result, the
correlation of the base of cycle 1 was determined from
the logs in our primary dataset, guided by its expression
and confident location in many of the geophysically
logged wells. The CPT logs were also useful for some of
the new wells. The resulting cycle 1 boundary lies almost
everywhere below the base of unconsolidated sediment
determined in those other studies (limited to south of San
Francisco Bay), with depth differences largely less than
about 25 ft but ranging up to local maxima of 40 to 56 ft.
The carbon 14 dates on carbonaceous material from
above and below the base of cycle 1 in wells CCOC and
GUAD (figs. 14B and 14C) demonstrate that cycle 1
represents the postglacial alluvial cycle (see figs. 3 and
15). The uncalibrated date of 14.35 ka reported by Meade
(1967) on a piece of redwood from 73 feet in SJXT
is consistent with this interpretation, thus placing the
otherwise undetermined base of cycle 1 in that well at or
somewhat below that sample depth.

Evidence from Velocity Logs
The cycles are also evident in continuous seismic
velocity logs that were collected in five of the new wells
(fig. 12). Velocity is a completely different property
than is measured by the natural gamma and resistivity
logs, but inspection of the figure indicates that the peaks
and troughs in the velocity curves have patterns similar
to those other logs. Wentworth and Tinsley (2005b)
demonstrated that these velocity variations correlate
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closely with the layering determined from the natural
gamma and resistivity logs. The velocity logs show the
same coarse bottom-fine top pattern for the cycles, and
comparison of equivalent cycles across the set of wells
shows the same kinds of similarities and lateral changes
as do the gamma and resistivity logs. These similarities
within equivalent cycles are especially impressive here
because of the large spacing between the five wells (5.1
to 7.4 km).

Confirmation from Paleomagnetic Analysis
If each of the eight cycles represents sediment
accumulated during a particular glacial cycle, then
each cycle represents a distinct interval of time. The
cycle boundaries are thus approximate time lines (or
surfaces), the ages of which were estimated through
correlation with the marine oxygen isotope curve, as
previously described. Although no fossils or tephra
(volcanic ash) were found to provide independent
age control that might confirm the cycle correlations,
paleomagnetic study of cores from the new wells
does just that (Mankinen and Wentworth, 2004; E.A.
Mankinen, written commun., 2008).
A polarity reversal correlated with the Brunhes/
Matuyama boundary at 780 ka was discovered just
below the 718-ka bottom of cycle 8 in well CCOC.
That result was considered when the cycles were
correlated with the marine record by Wentworth
and Tinsley (2005a) and found to be consistent
with the correlated age of the base of cycle 8. Later
discovery of that reversal in similar positions in wells
GUAD and STPK further supports that consistency.
Similarly, a magnetic excursion correlated with the
Big Lost excursion at 565 ka was found just below the
536-ka base of cycle 6 in four wells (GUAD, CCOC,
STPK, and MGCY).
The bases of cycles 6 and 8 are thus
independently confirmed to be approximate time
surfaces, and their ages determined from the marine

oxygen isotope record are stratigraphically consistent
with the associated paleomagnetic events. And these
facts, in turn, support the eightfold subdivision of the
cyclic section, because a different number of cycles
would change the correlation with the marine oxygen
isotope record and thus break those age consistencies.
The 32-ka Mono Lake paleomagnetic excursion
was also found just below the base of cycle 1 in
several wells, including CCOC (Mankinen and
Wentworth, 2004), although that relation does not
provide constraint on the deeper cycles as do the Big
Lost excursion and Brunhes/Matuyama boundaries.

Mapping the Cycles
The correlations between the wells with
geophysical logs in figure 11 formed a confident
framework across much of the basin from which the
cycles could then be interpolated and extrapolated into
the more densely and widely distributed wells with
driller’s logs. The goal was to obtain sufficient control
to map the cycle boundaries throughout the basin.
This was a less confident process than the correlation
between geophysical logs, but the driller’s logs proved
very useful.
Those logs are based on visual inspection by
the driller of cuttings collected during drilling of
the well. But even the careful sampling and textural
descriptions of cuttings from the new USGS-drilled
wells produced relatively poor representations of the
layered sequences in those wells, as previously noted,
and the initial expectation was that the driller’s logs
would not be accurate or detailed enough to be of
much use. This expectation proved wrong, though
not all cycles were evident in all the driller’s logs,
and in many wells no pick was possible for particular
cycles. Figure 4 illustrates the wide variation in detail
in the driller’s logs, ranging from that of well 760,
for example, where the detail approaches that of a

resistivity curve, to that of well 761, which shows
very little detail in either layering or grain size. The
quality of the driller’s descriptions certainly depends
on the skill and attention of the observer, but also on
factors that can distort the representativeness of the
cuttings sampled. These include selective destruction
of fine or coarse sediment by the drill bit, time lag and
sorting of cuttings during their transport up the well
in the drilling fluid, and selective survival of cuttings
extracted from the mud. In some driller’s descriptions
it would seem that one observed texture may be given
unwarranted emphasis; in many it can be inferred that
a described interval actually consists of layers of both
coarse and fine material.
Interpretation of the driller’s logs here uses
the relative changes in coarseness evident in the
numeric curves, which are based on the textural
categories of Leighton and others (1995). The original
driller’s descriptions were generally not consulted
except in some cases to confirm bedrock. As with
the geophysical logs, the process involved working
laterally, comparing adjacent wells, and correlating
to similar depths. In contrast to the geophysical logs,
however, the limited detail of many of the driller’s
logs made it impossible to find an equivalent for every
cycle. Some of the picks of cycle boundaries in the
driller’s logs are far from unique or really confident,
but those chosen are reasonable. Depth differences
required to find correlative intervals between wells
were typically similar to those encountered in the
earlier correlations between wells with geophysical
logs, but some are considerably larger.
The detail with which the coarse and fine textures
are distinguished in the driller’s logs correlates with
the success in identifying the sedimentary cycles.
For those wells, or large sections of wells, where
the logs are relatively detailed (nearly half the set of
105 wells), cycle identification is nearly complete,
whereas in the others it is far less so. Difficulties
in cycle identification arise particularly where
the textures are reported to be nearly constant for
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considerable lengths in the well, either fine or coarse,
and reported contrasting textures are only thin and
(or) rare over such long constant intervals. Numerous
cycle boundaries were picked in these less detailed
logs, albeit with lowered confidence—in many cases
on only thin coarser or finer intervals or small steps in
relative coarseness.
Identification of cycle 1 from the driller’s logs
was particularly difficult, because in many of the
wells the shallow detail is insufficient. Here, the work
proceeded outward from geophysically logged wells
in which the cycle was clear, looking for similar
patterns and depths. In many of the wells the log
detail was insufficient, and in others the absence of
lateral similarity prevented confident correlation.
In some parts of the basin, cycle 1 is too thin to be
resolved by the logs, and it is completely absent
where the alluvium at the surface is late Pleistocene
(fig. 2). A further complication is that the uppermost
part of cycle 2 may be coarse, as is the case in DUMB
(Bennett, 1979). That issue is discussed below.
Addition of wells with driller’s logs to the
correlated network of wells fills many holes in the
coverage, carries the correlations northwest from
well MGCY along the western margin of the basin to
ELNR, and extends the correlations eastward across
the Silver Creek fault and beyond the Coyote Hills
onto the Niles alluvial cone. The whole suite of 126
correlated wells, both those with geophysical logs
and those with driller’s logs, is shown in figures
B3-B21 (appendix B; see fig. 20 for HTOR), with
the well section lines shown on the map of figure
B1. (Note that in these well sections the cycles
are divided into a coarse bottom and fine top, as
discussed below.) The section lines of figure B1
define a network of closed loops, and a severe test of
the success of the correlations is whether, along any
and all routes through that network, the cycles match
at their junctions. That proved to be the case, for all
the circuits do close properly, despite difficulty in
interpreting many of the less detailed driller’s logs.

Correlation Across Faults
The only fault within the basin that may affect
the cyclic section is the Silver Creek Fault (fig. 2),
which is described by Wentworth and others (2010)
as a large strike-slip fault that almost ceased moving
before deposition of the cyclic sedimentary section
(see section on “Faults Within the Basin” below, for
further discussion). The Evergreen seismic reflection
profile (fig. 13; location shown on fig. 2), which
imaged the layered sedimentary section across the
eastern part of the basin, shows that the effect of the
Silver Creek Fault within the cyclic section is quite
limited. The layering of the cycles can easily be
traced across the length of the profile, which raises
the possibility that this profile might be used to
extend the cycle correlations east of the fault, where
well control is sparse.
To test that possibility, the locations of the cycle
boundaries in the reflection profile were determined by
projecting the coarseness curve and cycle boundaries
for well CCOC northwestward parallel to the Silver
Creek Fault to the seismic profile (fig. 13). The
correlation between coarseness peaks for CCOC and
the reflections is clear. From there, the positions of
the cycle boundaries can be readily carried eastward
across the profile to the east edge of the basin. Cycle
boundaries and coarseness curves for wells 710 and
702, located along the profile to the east, correlate with
the same reflections, thus indicating lateral persistence
of the close relation between the cycles and the
reflections. This gives confidence that the reflections
are responding to the layering that defines the cycles,
and in the process provides further evidence that the
cycles are laterally continuous. The depths of cycle
boundaries in the reflection profile were thus picked at
several recording stations, as shown in figure 13, and
these control points are used to supplement control
from the few nearby wells.
Faults near the margins of the basin do affect
the Quaternary section (see section on “Faults Within

the Basin” below), but not all to the extent that the
cycle boundaries can’t be mapped across them. The
Quaternary section extends west of the Monte Vista
Fault system near the west side of the basin only
locally, and the cycle boundaries are not extended
across it. As discussed below, the section there has
been offset by hundreds of feet. In the northeastern
part of the study area, the cycle boundary mapping is
locally extended across the southern Hayward Fault,
although the mapped gradual elevation changes in the
boundaries there might better be assigned as abrupt
offsets at the fault itself. In the southeast, uplift above
an underlying thrust at well EVGR does not seem to
involve discrete fault offset of the cyclic section.

Gridding the Cycle Boundaries
Once the cycle boundaries were correlated
through the whole primary well dataset, those
correlations could be used to define continuous
surfaces. The depths of the cycle boundaries in the
wells were converted to elevations, the elevations
for each boundary were gridded by computer to
produce a continuous surface, and that surface was
contoured (the procedure is described in appendix
C). Each of these surfaces was once a topographic
surface, and the results of the gridding were tested
against that standard. Correlations that produced local
depressions in a surface were thus suspect. Although
the real surfaces may actually be irregular in detail,
the control is not dense enough to delineate such
local relief. These anomalous correlations could be
correct, but their influence in the gridding distorts
the surfaces far beyond their immediate vicinity.
Relatively smooth surfaces were thus sought, and
those correlations that caused local depressions or
other severe anomalies in the surfaces were rejected.
The final surfaces are relatively smooth and simple
(plate 1), even where the differences in depths
between nearby wells are fairly large.
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The locations of the rejected correlations are shown
on the maps of plate 2 (row A) and in the well diagrams
of figures B3 to B21, where they are distinguished by
dashed symbol from those actually used in the final
gridding of the surfaces. Only a few correlations per
cycle were rejected (appendix C, table C1), ranging
from zero (cycles 1 and 8) to eight (cycle 5). None of
the rejects are in wells with geophysical logs, and most
are in driller’s logs that have relatively poor detail.
The cycle boundaries slope inward toward the
center of the basin and thence, for the shallower
boundaries, northwestward toward the bay, in a fashion
similar to the present topographic surface (fig. 2 and
plate 1) and in accord with their general parallelism
with that surface. The deeper surfaces, however, are at
least partially terminated to the northwest by the buried
bedrock ridge that extends from well DUMB across
Dumbarton narrows and Coyote Hills to wells 204
and 210. The crest of that ridge seems deepest east of
Coyote Hills, where it lies just below the base of cycle
6 (see fig. 17 and plate 1, map 11). The truncation of
the cycles by the buried bedrock surface (see section
on “Bottom of the Basin” below) as it rises northward
toward Coyote Hills and southward toward Oak hill
is shown on plate 1 by areas of bedrock subcrop (see
section on “Subcrop Areas” below).
The modern surface subsidence and underlying
compaction in the Santa Clara Valley documented by
Poland (1971) and Poland and Ireland (1988) must
have deformed these cycle boundaries to some extent.
The effect on the shapes of the surfaces is small,
however, particularly for the deeper cycle boundaries.
The surface subsidence increased inward from the
valley margins and southward from Coyote Hills to a
maximum near the subsidence center in San Jose. There
the measured surface subsidence for the period 1916–
1969 (at benchmark P7) was 12.88 feet (see Poland and
Ireland, 1988, fig. 21). The aquiclude compaction that
produced the subsidence occurred at depths between
200 and 1,000 ft, but cannot be assigned a more
specific depth with available data.

Subdividing the Cycles
The basic fining-upward character of the
sedimentary cycles offered the possibility that the
cycles could be divided into a coarse bottom and fine
top and those divisions mapped around the basin. In
making this subdivision, the internal boundary between
the divisions was placed at the top of the uppermost
principal coarse layer, such that fine layers were
generally subordinate to coarse below the boundary
and coarse subordinate to fine above it. In doing this, a
guiding principal was to maintain lateral stratigraphic
continuity between wells to the extent possible.
Each top and bottom subdivision was then
characterized by (1) the abundance of coarse layers
(aggregate coarse thickness, percent coarse material),
(2) the thickness of the thickest resolvable fine layer,
and (3) the number of resolvable layers. Note that the
number of layers evident depends greatly on the type
of log, with more layers evident in a geophysical than
a driller’s log for an equivalent sedimentary interval.
The data are tabulated in data file subdivs.xls (see
appendix E). This characterization was done, where
the data permitted, for each fine top and coarse bottom
for which the adjacent cycle boundary (above the fine
top or below the coarse bottom) was used in the final
gridding. The resultant top/bottom boundaries are
shown in the well sections of figures 14 and B3 to B21
and in the cross sections of figure 17.
An anomalous departure from this generally
fining-upward pattern within the cycles occurs in the
top of cycle 2. In the original cycle analysis of the
wells, the base of cycle 1 was selected in the context of
its definition and location in many of the geophysically
logged wells and without placing much weight on
the coarseness curves, which are generally not well
defined at such shallow depths. As it turned out, this
left a remainder of coarse layers near the top of cycle
2 in some wells. Although not initially evident in the
discovery wells CCOC and GUAD, an upper coarse

interval in cycle 2 is prominent and unavoidable in the
interpretation of the Dumbarton well (DUMB; figs.
11 and 14). Carbon 14 dates4 from that well (Bennett,
1979) demonstrate that there, at the margin of the
bay, cycle 1 has no coarse base and the top of cycle 2
consists of a 41-foot-thick coarse layer. Without those
dates, that layer might well have been considered a
locally thick coarse interval at the base of cycle 1.
This upper cycle-2 interval at well DUMB
forms the bulk of the Newark aquifer, which extends
eastward beneath the bay and up the Niles alluvial
cone (Wentworth and others, 2010; see also fig. 17,
section FG, and fig. B-21), an area where we have no
independent control on thickness of an unconsolidated
surface layer. Inspection of the other wells with
geophysical logs (fig. 14) shows that an upper coarse
interval in cycle 2 can be distinguished throughout
the basin if it is allowed to contain fine layers above a
coarse base, although it is generally not discriminated
by the coarseness curves. Weakly expressed coarse
bases to an upper cycle 2 interval can, in fact, be
defined from a single coarse layer in GUAD and a thin
coarse peak in the CPT log of CCOC, and a prominent
coarse interval in the appropriate position is evident in
the intervening water well CRIT (fig. B-3). Prominent
coarse tops in cycle 2 can be distinguished in wells on
the alluvial fans to the west, most clearly in STGA and
least so in WLLO. Thus, driven by the evidence from
DUMB, cycle 2 was subdivided into a lower coarse
interval, a central fine interval, and an upper coarse
interval (cycle 2a), but otherwise the same conventions
and descriptive elements were used as for the other
cycles. This coarse top to cycle 2 is somewhat forced
in some wells (including GUAD and CCOC) and is not
as confidently defined as the cycles themselves. Similar
coarse tops are not evident in the other cycles.
Bennett (1979) reports uncalibrated 14C dates on oysters from
the middle and base of cycle 1 in well DUMB of about 3 and 5 ka,
respectively, and one greater than 37 ka on a piece of wood from near
the top of cycle 2 (see DUMB in fig. 14A).
4
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Bottom of the Basin
The bottom of the Quaternary sedimentary section
is an unconformity eroded across bedrock of Franciscan
Complex and related rocks and the marine Miocene
fill of the Cupertino Basin, which is buried beneath the
western part of the Quaternary basin (Stanley and others,
2002; Wentworth and others, 2010). East of the Silver
Creek Fault, the Quaternary section overlies the poorly
known late Cenozoic fill of the Evergreen Basin, where
its basal unconformity is offset 650 ft down into the
basin across that fault (Wentworth and others, 2010).
Control on the position of the buried bedrock
surface (plate 1, map 11) is provided both by wells
that bottom in rock and those that do not but are deep
enough to constrain the surface. Other control is
provided by the seismic reflection profiles by Williams
and others (2002, 2004, 2005), refraction profiles by
Hazelwood (1974, 1976), and the elevation of mapped
depositional contacts of alluvium on bedrock.
The wells that reach bedrock consist of 26 in our
primary dataset and 19 others (including those shown
by Hazelwood). Brief summaries of reported rock types
encountered in the bottom of these holes (other than the
Hazelwood wells) are reported in digital data layer bdrk
(and see appendix C section on “Bedrock Surface”).
Seismic reflections from the basement surface in the
Guadalupe and Evergreen seismic profiles are relatively
clear. In the Cupertino profile, however, selection of where
to pick the bedrock was guided by elevations of rock in
nearby wells (–650 to –750 ft), which match a change in
the character of reflections in the Cupertino profile. An
additional source of control in the northern part of the study
area is the suite of refraction profiles collected in the 1970’s
by Hazelwood around the south end of San Francisco Bay
(Hazelwood, 1974, 1976; see also Wentworth and others,
2010). These different sources are distinguished by symbol
on the bedrock surface map of plate 1 (map 11).
All the direct control was used to grid the bedrock
surface by computer, in the same fashion used for
the sedimentary cycle boundaries (see appendix C).

Inspection of that initial gridded surface in the context
of all the wells in the primary dataset identified several
wells that are intersected by that surface but do not reach
rock. The surface must be made to pass beneath those
wells. To accomplish this, elevations just below the
bottoms of 19 wells were added to force the final gridded
surface down (points shown as “well, no rock” on plate
1, map 11). Remaining artifacts in the surface around the
north side of Oak hill were constrained by the addition of
two constructed elevation points (plate 1, map 11).
The resulting bedrock surface slopes inward
toward the center of the basin and eastward toward the
Silver Creek Fault and the Evergreen Basin beyond
it. More specifically, the surface daylights around the
south side of the basin, lies at elevations of –400 to
–800 feet along the Monte Vista Fault system at the
western margin of the basin, and to the north extends
along a bedrock ridge that runs eastward across the
Dumbarton narrows. There, it is as deep as –600 feet
at Dumbarton narrows, daylights at Coyote Hills, and
then drops to about –700 feet to the east beneath the
Niles alluvial cone. That elevation for the bedrock
surface east of Coyote Hills, which is based on wells,
is consistent with the surface defined by inversion
of gravity with control from wells that is reported
by Wentworth and others (2010), although the latter
indicates that beyond the well control the surface rises
eastward. From all those outer shallow boundaries, the
bedrock surface slopes down inward and is deepest at
the edge of the Evergreen Basin, where its elevation
is lower than –1,445 feet at well CRIT. The deepest
well control runs east and southeastward from well 819
toward that basin, passing through MOFT and GUAD
and beneath CRIT, with well 819 lying in a closed
depression defined by well MTNV (see below).
The deep embayment produced by forcing
the surface to pass beneath well STGA raises the
possibility that STGA actually bottoms in Miocene rock
of the Cupertino Basin. No core was obtained from
STGA, but no bedrock was recognized from cuttings by
the geologist at the well during drilling, and there is no

indication in the geophysical logs that the bottom of the
well is different, as there is in MGCY where it bottoms
in Miocene sandstone and siltstone. The eight alluvial
cycles can be defined in STGA and correlated eastward
to MGCY and STPK without problem. Cuttings from
STGA described by a geologist (Newhouse and others,
2004) indicate abundant gravel in the lower part of the
well, which would be anomalous for marine Miocene
rock. The bedrock surface is thus placed below the
bottom of STGA, and also below well 947, the other
well that controls the embayment. That well is not
reported to bottom in rock, and the fact that the details
of cycle 8 in well 947 match those in STGA gives
added confidence to the conclusion.
The bedrock surface thus defined can be divided
into two principal topographic elements. The wells and
Cupertino reflection line define a shallow surface of low
relief located at the west side of the basin at an elevation
of about –600 to –700 ft that can be correlated with the
bedrock lows on either side of the Coyote Hills. That
relatively simple surface is dissected by a rougher, more
deeply eroded surface that drains eastward to the edge
of the Evergreen Basin. The roughness of this second
surface is best defined by the bedrock reflection in the
Guadalupe reflection line, which has a local relief of
almost 750 ft and a drainage spacing of about 2½ km
(see plate 1, inset profile on map 11). The “string of
beads” appearance to the contoured surface along that
reflection line results from the lack of similar density of
elevation data in the surrounding area. The depressions
at wells 819 and MOFT are probably artifacts of the
generally sparse control. Given the drainage spacing
indicated by the Guadalupe profile, there is more
than enough room for drainage lines to run across the
bounding ridges in areas of no control. The ridge west of
GUAD may also be such an artifact.
The alignment of the east-facing step in the
bedrock surface along the Cupertino reflection profile
with the frontal fault mapped to the northwest is simply
coincidence, as continuous subhorizontal reflections in
the reflection record do not permit a dip-slip fault here.
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Subcrop Areas
The inward slope of the bedrock surface along
the northern, western, and southern margins of the
Quaternary basin requires that the extent of bedrock
exposed at the base of each sedimentary cycle
increases downward from the present topographic
surface. These buried bedrock areas—subcrop areas
beneath each overlying sedimentary cycle—are shown
in the maps of plates 1 and 2 (light green areas).
They were determined by intersection of the bedrock
surface with the basal surface of each cycle (or the
base of the upper fine interval for cycle 8 in map 18,
plate 2) and locally simplified and better fitted to the
well control. Although the maps seem to imply that
the whole cycle terminates abruptly at the subcrop
boundary, that termination is actually gradual across
the subcrop width between the base and top of a cycle,
as is evident in the cross sections of figure 17.

Stratigraphy
The Quaternary section overlying the basal
bedrock surface in the Santa Clara Valley consists,
where most complete, of an upper cyclically layered
sequence almost 1,000 ft thick and a lower finer
grained sequence as thick as 500 ft or more, as is
shown in the stratigraphic diagram of figure 3. In
figure 15 that stratigraphic sequence is placed in the
context of the four principal wells used to define it:
CCOC, the well in which the cyclic sequence was first
recognized; GUAD, in which the lower sequence was
first recognized; and MOFT and CRIT, which also
transect the whole cyclic sequence and thick sections
of the underlying fine-grained sequence.
The cyclically layered sequence that was first
defined in CCOC and corroborated in GUAD is
also present to the northwest in MOFT and in the
driller’s log of CRIT. That log, which from its age

(1909–10) was probably based on cuttings recovered
by systematically bailing a well drilled by cable tool,
is nearly as detailed as the resistivity logs of the
other wells. As in all the wells with good logs (see
especially fig. 14), the eight sedimentary cycles can
be correlated between these four wells (except for
the base of cycle 1 in CRIT), and comparison of each
cycle indicates a distinctive and persistent similarity
in its internal sequence across the wells.
The mapping of the cycles around the basin
leads to the conclusion that each of these generally
fining-upward cycles is a separate, laterally
continuous stratigraphic interval that is marked by an
unconformable base overlain by a generally prominent
basal coarse interval. These coarse basal intervals form
largely continuous, basinwide sheets of interbedded
coarse and fine sediment. Fine intervals form the upper
part of most cycles (in cycle 2, its central interval);
they range widely in thickness and may locally pinch
out, particularly in the southern part of the basin. The
change from coarse base to fine top within a cycle
is generally gradational to some degree. This cyclic
sequence is largely alluvial, as indicated in the cores by
sedimentary structures, the general lack of fossils, and
relict soils scattered through the section. Near the bay,
however, at least some of the section is estuarine.
A different interpretation in past work, based on
driller’s descriptions of the color of cuttings (such as
California Department of Water Resources, 1975), is
that sediment with reduced colors (blue, green, gray to
black) is estuarine sediment deposited during interglacial high stands of sea level. The cores indicate,
however, that the distribution of colors is erratic,
and includes reduced colors and oxidized colors
(red, brown, yellow) in both fine- and coarse-grained
sediment, within the same core and even locally
intermixed. Such erratic distribution is evident in the
cores from well GUAD (fig. 14), where about a third
of the cores showed oxidized colors, the rest reduced.
It is clear that color does not provide a useful guide to
depositional environment in this basin.

It is likely, considering how renewed alluviation
might occur at the beginning of each climatedriven cycle, that initial sedimentation on a basal
unconformity was not everywhere coarse. Overbank
flooding would presumably spread finer sediment
beyond the confines of any one alluvial channel. In
this analysis, any such initial fine sediment that was
preserved beneath the first coarse layer is included
in the top of the underlying cycle. For hydrologic
applications, at least, this should not be significant, as
it is the lateral continuity of the coarser intervals and
the vertical coarse-over-fine basal boundary that are
important.
The lateral continuity of the cycles and
consistency of an eightfold cyclic sequence
is supported by the paleomagnetic analysis of
Mankinen, as previously described. The 780-ka
Brunhes/Matuyama magnetic reversal occurs just
below the 718-ka base of cycle 8 in three wells, and
the 565-ka Big Lost excursion occurs just below the
536-ka base of cycle 6 in four wells. The apparent
absence of these events in the other cored wells is
probably due to some combination of incomplete
stratigraphic section and lack of properly located,
relatively fine-grained cores.
The upper cyclic sequence is separated from
the lower finer grained sequence by an unconformity
of mid-Quaternary age (fig. 15; Wentworth and
others, 2010). This is indicated at the base of the
cyclic sequence in GUAD by missing section within
the Matuyama reversed paleomagnetic epoch (E.A.
Mankinen, written commun., 2008), and by an abrupt
density step in MOFT revealed by the downhole
gravity survey referred to earlier. The unconformity
is also evident in the Evergreen seismic reflection
profile at the same stratigraphic position beneath the
projected location of well CCOC (Wentworth and
others, 2010).
The age range of the mollusk Fluminicola
yatesiana, reported from the lower 240 feet of the
1,000-ft-deep SUNY well by Meade (1967), can
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Figure 15. Correlated well section
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today be extended from the late Pliocene limit that he
cited to as young as about 600 ka (specifically, older
than 600 ka; C.L. Powell, written commun., 2014).
The fossil is thus consistent with the age constraints
determined here, for its minimum depth of 760 ft lies
just above the 630 ka base of cycle 7 in this well.
The finer grained unit beneath this mid-Quaternary
unconformity is known particularly from the three
deep wells MOFT, GUAD, and CRIT (fig. 15). Wells
MOFT and GUAD transect the whole lower sequence
and reach underlying bedrock, thus defining the
unconformable base of the section, whereas CRIT
transects 500 feet of the lower sequence without
reaching rock. This lower unit lacks the abundant
coarse layers of the upper cyclic sequence. It also lacks
fossils, and in one core taken near its base in well
GUAD it is poorly sorted, with clasts consisting of
serpentinite and altered felsic volcanics.
The thickness of the lower finer grained unit in
the basin west of the Silver Creek Fault ranges from
zero to at least 500 feet (in CRIT) as a function of
the depth to the bedrock surface (see fig. 17 and plate
1, map 11). The lower unit is completely cut out by
rising bedrock at the north, west, and south margins
of the basin, and reaches its greatest thickness along
a deepening axis running from well 819 to CRIT near
the edge of the Evergreen Basin.
Note that none of the Santa Clara Formation or
other Pliocene to Pleistocene gravel lithologies known
from surface geology are recognized within the upper
or lower Quaternary sequence in the basin, or between
the lower sequence and underlying bedrock (fig. 15;
Andersen and others, 2005; Wentworth and others,
2010). Although exposed at the sides of the basin, any
such gravels must have been eroded from the interior
of the basin before deposition of the early Quaternary
lower fine-grained sequence (Jachens and others,
2005). Dissection of the shallow element of the
bedrock surface by a deeper, more irregular surface
that drains to the edge of the Evergreen Basin offers
just such an erosional episode.
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Cycle Maps and Cross Sections
The gridded cycle boundaries and internal top/
bottom surfaces provide the basis for preparing a
suite of maps and cross sections (plates 1 and 2;
figs. 16 and 17), using the procedures described in
appendixes C and D. The 11 maps of plate 1 show the
present topographic surface, the shape and elevation
of the bases of the sedimentary cycles, and the shape
of the buried bedrock surface. Plate 2, an array of
36 small-scale maps, shows the shapes of the cycle
boundaries and the internal top/bottom boundaries,
and the thickness of the cycles and of the upper fine
and lower coarse interval in each cycle. Also shown
are the amount of coarse sediment as a percent of that
lower interval thickness and the aggregate thickness
of coarse sediment in the lower interval. Inspection of
these maps shows that areal variation of the several
parameters is, for the most part, quite regular.
The cross sections (fig. 17) were constructed
directly from the gridded cycle and internal top/bottom
boundaries. The sections show the cycle boundaries
(including the anomalous cycle 2a), the coarse lower
intervals of the cycles, and the bedrock surface. They
clearly illustrate the generally smooth variations in
thickness and the depositional termination of the lower
cycles laterally against bedrock highs.

Distribution of Coarse and Fine
Sediment
The cross sections (fig. 17) show the general
style of cyclic layering in the Quaternary sedimentary
section, including the lateral continuity of both the
upper fine and lower coarse intervals in each cycle
that is indicated by correlation of the well sections.
Although distinguished as largely fine or coarse
grained, the upper fine and lower coarse intervals both

consist largely of alternating coarse and fine layers.
Lateral variations in thickness of the intervals tend to
be gradual, with considerable pinch and swell evident
in places.
The lower coarse intervals are thicker in the
southern part of the basin (see cross-sections AC and
DE in fig. 17). The most prominent pinch and swell in
cycle thickness occurs high on the alluvial fans along
the west side of the basin (section FH). The upper
fine intervals in each cycle are laterally continuous,
and the well dataset provides no evidence that they
actually pinch out (except in cycle 1), although they
can be quite thin (3–5 ft). That is particularly true both
in the southern part of the basin and high on the Niles
cone, where vertically adjacent coarse intervals may
join in places.
The maps of plate 2 provide areally continuous
representations of these variations, together with the
distribution of control points. The thickness of most of
the cycles (plate 2, row A) is in the range of 100–
150  ft, with cycle 1 anomalously thin (appropriate for
its incomplete duration—it is still ongoing). Cycle 2a
is relatively thin and lacks the local thickness highs
characteristic of the deeper cycles. The map locations
of these thickness highs change from cycle to cycle,
such that the highs in each cycle tend to occur over the
thinner areas of the previous cycle.
The upper fine intervals (plate 2, row B) range
widely in thickness across the basin, but with no
simple pattern. The intervals tend to be thicker toward
the center of the basin, but not exclusively so, nor
are the intervals uniformly thinnest near the basin
margins. The thicker parts of the fine intervals do
fall within the much more extensive areas of thicker
complete cycles.
There is reasonable correlation between cycle
thickness and thickness of the lower coarse intervals,
although the highs in cycle thickness tend to be more
extensive than those of the lower coarse intervals
(plate 2, contours in rows C and D), and some areas of
high cycle thickness contain no high in the thickness

of the coarse interval. There is fairly good correlation
between the thickness of the lower coarse intervals
and the aggregate thickness of coarse material in those
lower intervals, but there is little or no correlation
with the percent of coarse material in those intervals.
That is because thin lower coarse intervals can contain
a high percentage of coarse material even though
the aggregate thickness of that coarse material is
relatively small.

Hydrologic Aspects
The conclusion that much of the coarse sediment
in the upper 1,000 ft or so of the Quaternary fill of
the Santa Clara Basin is distributed basinwide across
the bottoms of eight cyclic sequences has important
hydrologic implications. Those coarse basal intervals
are laterally continuous, and thus presumably
hydrologically continuous as well. In most of the basin
each coarse bottom interval is overlain by a fine upper
interval that should greatly impede vertical movement
of groundwater. Thermal evidence is presented below
that this is in fact the case. Vertical continuity between
cycles may be at least locally present, however,
where the upper fine intervals are thin to perhaps
locally absent toward the margins of the basin and
particularly in its southern part and high on the Niles
cone. The regularity of the cyclic sequence allows
prediction of the approximate depths at which each
cycle will be encountered in wells. The distribution of
borehole washouts, presented below, indicates that the
coarse bases of cycles 1 through 5 should have greater
permeability than those of the deeper cycles, at least
toward the center of the basin.
In previous work, uncertainty about how to
correlate coarse intervals between wells led to differing
interpretations. The results of this study provide a
model that can be applied: identify clusters of coarse
beds in a well, locate their unconformable base over a
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prominent fine interval, and correlate to equivalent
coarse clusters at similar depths in nearby wells.
Despite the correlation differences, some
similarities between the present results and earlier
work on the groundwater system can be identified.
The surficial clay cap corresponds to the upper fine
interval of cycle 1 throughout much of the interior
of the basin where the cycle is relatively thick.
The prominent aquiclude separating the upper and
lower aquifers at a depth of 100–200 ft corresponds
approximately to the fine central interval of cycle
2. On the Niles cone, where a sequence of aquifers
has been named (California Department of Water
Resources, 1968, 1973), the Newark aquifer
corresponds to the coarse interval C2a and perhaps
parts of the over- and underlying coarse bases of
cycles 1 and 2, and the top of the Centerville aquifer
seems to correspond to the top of the lower coarse
interval of cycle 3. Deeper comparisons become
progressively less clear. The forebay facies of earlier
work—there considered to be vertically continuous
sections of coarse material adjacent to the margins of
the basin—is not clearly evident in the present study,
although our well control does not sample the very
edges of the basin. Some parts of the basin margin
may have nearly continuous coarse material through
much of the upper cyclic section, particularly around
the southern part of the basin and high on the Niles
cone, but that is not demonstrable with our data.
In a study to mathematically model the
accumulation of an alluvial fan through time, using
the Niles cone east of Coyote Hills as an example,
Koltermann and Gorelick (1992) found that
sedimentary layering there could be represented by
six coarse intervals separated by finer layers. That
result closely resembles the result presented here,
both in the cyclic assembly of the section and the
presence of six principal coarse intervals in that fan
(see fig. 17, sections AC and FG).
The lower finer grained interval, several hundred
feet thick in the center of the basin, contains few

coarse layers compared to the overlying cyclic
section, and thus is probably not a significant carrier
of accessible groundwater. The marine Miocene
section beneath the western part of the Santa Clara
Basin is relatively shallow (depths of about 700–
900  ft), and in deeper wells may not be recognized
as such from cuttings. This Miocene section is oilbearing (Stanley and others, 2002), which can account
for traces of oil reported in nearby water wells.

Distribution of Borehole Washouts
Numerous borehole washouts are indicated in
the new wells by unusually wide caliper readings
(fig. 18). The coarse log texture D (fig. 5A) was
distinguished in these wells by such washouts in
coarse beds, with the inference that they resulted
from coarse sediment with relatively low cohesion
being eroded by the circulating mud during drilling.
That inferred low cohesion suggests that these
intervals have relatively high permeability. Such
analysis in the eight wells for which we have digital
caliper logs (fig. 18) indicates that these washouts
also have stratigraphic significance. Deep washouts
in coarse sediment are present in the upper parts of
four wells that extend across the southern part of the
basin (STPK, WLLO, CCOC, and EVGR), but end
downward abruptly near the base of sedimentary cycle
5. This abrupt termination argues against a downward
decrease in washouts resulting from shorter exposure
to the circulating mud, as that exposure changed only
gradually as drilling proceeded. The distribution of
the washouts suggests an abrupt downward increase
in the coherence of the coarse layers, compared to
many layers in the upper part of the sequence. This
contrast is not evident in the wells at the west side of
the basin (MGCY and STGA), where few washouts
are recognized, and to the north, where the section
tends to be finer grained, the contrast becomes
shallower (GUAD) to absent (ELNR).

Evidence from Downhole Temperatures
The gross hydrologic behavior of the upper
cyclic sequence is indicated by high-precision
temperature logs collected in several wells in the
Santa Clara Valley (C.F. Williams, written commun.,
2009 and 2012; Newhouse and others, 2004). All the
temperature curves (fig. 19) show similar features:
(1) a lower, relatively straight sloping segment that
marks the stable geothermal gradient rising from
depth, (2) an upward steepening of the curve that
is maintained by long-term recharge and flow of
groundwater toward San Francisco Bay, and (3) local
perturbations of that upper segment that result from
modern groundwater movement due to pumping or
other management practices (C. F. Williams, written
commun., 2009; see also Williams and others, 1994).
In most of the wells, the upward steepening and
modern perturbations occur above the base of cycle 5,
in parallel, perhaps, with the distribution of washouts
described above, although limits on bayward drainage
by the bedrock ridge across the north side of the basin
may also be involved. In the more northerly wells
MOFT and GUAD, marked effects on the geothermal
gradient are limited to the upper two or three
sedimentary cycles.
The perturbations of the upper, steeper parts
of the curves, attributed to modern groundwater
movement, show considerable relation to the
boundaries of the sedimentary cycles. Their common
termination at those boundaries indicates a general
lack of vertical movement of groundwater across
them.

Faults Within the Basin
Faults that offset the Quaternary section in the
Santa Clara Basin could well create barriers to lateral
flow of groundwater and thereby affect the behavior
of the hydrologic system, and some are known to do
so. Quaternary reverse or thrust faults bound the basin
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on the east and west, the Hayward Fault extends
southward into the northeast part of the study area,
and a major strike-slip fault (the Silver Creek Fault)
is buried beneath the eastern part of the basin (fig. 2).
These faults are recognized and demonstrable, but
numerous other faults have been suggested within the
basin as well.
Earlier reports have shown extensive suites of
faults crossing the Santa Clara Basin that supposedly
offset the Quaternary section. These include faults
inferred from truncations of presumed alluvial
channels (California Department of Water Resources,

1975), faults inferred from gravity anomalies
(California Department of Water Resources, 1967,
plate 3), faults inferred from magnetic anomalies
(Brabb and Hanna, 1981), and faults patterned after
those shown in the earlier reports (Jennings and
Bryant, 2010). Wentworth and others (2010) trace this
history of fault depictions for the basin, and conclude
that most of the suggested faults do not exist in the
Quaternary section.
The evidence for that conclusion is the
continuity and simplicity of the cycle boundaries. No
faults crossing the interior of the basin are required
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4

or, within the resolution of the data, are permitted by
those boundaries. The boundary surfaces (plate 1)
indicate that there can be very little dip slip anywhere
within the basin, and no systematic offsets exist
that extend vertically through the section or along
persistent strike lines. Although the cycle boundary
surfaces are subhorizontal, their shapes together
with the varying thickness of the cycles and lower
coarse intervals do place constraints on any strike-slip
offset. No abrupt and systematic changes in shape or
thickness in either plan or cross section that might
indicate lateral offset are present (plate 2).
The Silver Creek Fault (fig. 2) is the sole
exception to this absence of faults within the basin, as
discussed by Wentworth and others (2010), although
its effect on the cyclic section is limited. The fault
shows about 650 feet of dip separation on the base
of the Quaternary section, east side down, but little
or no offset on the mid-Quaternary unconformity
located just below the base of sedimentary cycle 8
(see fig. 15). Considerable strike slip accompanying
the dip separation is presumed on the fault during
that early Quaternary interval based on the prior
behavior of the fault, but in the upper cyclic sequence
the fault is marked only by a shallow structural sag
with accompanying scattered small offsets (fig. 13).
These small offsets are apparently sufficient to affect
groundwater flow, for a partial groundwater barrier
does occur at the trace of the Silver Creek Fault in
the cyclic section, as indicated both by an abrupt
subsidence boundary in InSAR imagery (Galloway
and others, 1999 and 2000; see also Wentworth
and others, 2010) and the groundwater modeling of
Hanson and others (2004).
East of the Silver Creek Fault, in Quaternary
deposits near the northern tip of Yerba Buena ridge,
the well EVGR shows evidence of local uplift. All
eight sedimentary cycles are recognized in that well,
but the bases of cycles 6, 7, and 8 are unusually
shallow and the cycles themselves abnormally thin
(fig. 14C). This thinning seems to be due to uplift
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of the logs for well HTOR indicates four separate
sedimentary intervals: an upper interval (A) for which
coverage by the logs is incomplete; two apparently
simple fine-over-coarse intervals (B and C) whose
patterns resemble the cycles within the basin; and a
lower interval (D) that shows a different gamma log
signature and larger peaks in the resistivity log. This
lower interval is probably Pliocene to Pleistocene
Santa Clara Formation like that exposed at the surface
nearby on the upthrown block (see fig. 2). The nearest
well east of the Monte Vista Fault with which to
compare the HTOR section is STGA (figs. 20 and
B1). Searching downward in STGA for a correlative
to interval B, the first similar cycle is cycle 4. Cycle
2 is not a good match, because its fine top is too thin
relative to its coarse bottom, and cycle 3 is too thin.
If interval B in HTOR correlates with cycle 4 in
STGA, then interval A represents the time interval
of cycles 2 and 3 (no cycle 1 deposits are present at
HTOR), but not necessarily the same depositional
history. The vertical separation across the Monte
Vista Fault implied by this correlation between the
base of interval B (elev. 87 ft) and the base of cycle
4 (elev. –200 ft) would indicate 296 feet of dip slip
since about 340 ka (see fig. 15 for age). That yields
an offset rate of 0.26 mm/yr, which is similar to
the rate since middle Pleistocene of 0.2±0.1 mm/
yr of McLaughlin and others (1999). If, instead, the
base of interval B were correlated with the base of
cycle 5, which is both deeper and older, the resulting
offset rate is a somewhat higher 0.32 mm/yr, but this
alternative leaves a less satisfactory correlation of
interval C with the much thinner cycle 6. Dip-slip
offset across the Monte Vista zone in excess of the
typical thickness of a sedimentary cycle in the basin
necessarily would break stratigraphic continuity
across the cyclic system, and thus make it likely that
the fault forms at least a partial groundwater barrier.
Hanson and others (2004) see impediments to
groundwater movement across the Monte Vista Fault
zone, including their New Cascade fault, which lies

t in
6f
29

during sedimentation over an underlying thrust fault
in the Evergreen Fault system, above which the
EVGR section is riding, but no associated steep faults
are evident.
The strike-slip Hayward Fault extends
southeastward into the study area across the head
of the Niles alluvial cone (fig. 2), where it produces
a groundwater barrier (California Department of
Water Resources, 1968, 1973). The deepest of the
five control wells in our dataset that lie east of that
fault, well 214, extends to a depth of 400 ft and
contains cycles 2 through 5 (figs. B19 and B20;
see fig. B1 for well and section locations). Those
cycles are correlated westward across the fault to
well 212 (no cycle 1 is present). All the equivalent
cycle boundaries west of the fault in well 212 are
deeper (west side down), with the depth differences
increasing downward from 53 to 87 ft for the four
cycles. Similarly, correlation of cycles 1 through 3
from well 214 (east of the fault) to well 341 (west of
the fault) also step down to the west, by 28 to 32 feet.
If these depth differences occur at the fault, then a
modest dip-slip component with basin-side down is
present here in the shallow Quaternary section across
the Hayward Fault, a sense that is consistent with
surface geology (fig. 2).
The Monte Vista Fault, at the west side of the
basin, has undergone late Cenozoic dip-slip offset
that extended into the Quaternary, as summarized by
McLaughlin and others (1999). At the surface this
offset juxtaposes Pleistocene alluvium of the basin
against Pliocene to Pleistocene gravels to the west
(fig. 2). Well HTOR was drilled in late Pleistocene
alluvium on the western, upthrown thrust block,
where it transects only about 400 ft of sediment above
inferred Santa Clara Formation (fig. 20). The history
of that upthrown block could have involved episodes
of both subsidence and uplift and erosion, which
would have complicated accumulation of simple
fining-upward cycles like those to the east within
the continuously subsiding basin. Interpretation
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Figure 20. Well sections showing correlation of
sedimentary cycles between wells HTOR and STGA across
the Monte Vista Fault Zone. Note that the vertical axis here
is elevation, not depth. Four sedimentary intervals (A–D)
are recognized in well HTOR. Possible correlations of
these with cycles defined in well STGA yield two possible
rates of vertical offset on the fault, as shown. Distinction
of coarse intervals within the cycles as in figure 15. See
figures 2 and B1 for location.
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east of the fault traces shown in figure 2. Although
small fault offsets can have such an effect, as shown
by those in the structural sag across the Silver Creek
Fault (fig. 13), no faults (large or small) are evident
in the southern end of the Cupertino reflection profile,
which crosses the proposed trace of the New Cascade
fault.

Summary and Conclusions
This study finds that the upper 1,000 ft of
Quaternary section in the Santa Clara Basin consists
of eight sedimentary cycles that can be mapped
continuously around the whole basin. This unexpected
conclusion and other insights into the anatomy and
history of the basin are made possible by geophysical
logs and cores from several newly drilled wells, three
new seismic reflection profiles, and the gathering
of geophysical logs from a number of other wells.
These lines of evidence, in turn, provide guidance
in interpreting a sample of the much larger body of
driller’s logs from water wells in the basin.
The discovery of cyclicity in the Quaternary
section arises from recognition that two newly drilled
wells near the middle of the basin contain clusters of
coarse layers that define eight distinct sedimentary
cycles. From those wells (CCOC and GUAD) the
cycles are correlated into a set of 21 wells with
geophysical logs that are scattered around much of
the basin, and from that primary framework they are
then correlated into a network of 105 water wells
with driller’s logs. Identification of the cycles is
nearly complete in all the wells with geophysical logs
and in those with fairly detailed driller’s logs. The
fact that the cycles are evident in the more detailed
driller’s logs indicates that the less detailed logs
are less accurate and should be given less weight,
particularly in parts of those logs where no lithologic
changes are indicated.

The cycle correlations are guided by the fact
that layering in the section is subparallel to the
ground surface, as indicated by the seismic reflection
profiles. A reflection profile also aids correlation of the
cycles eastward across the Silver Creek Fault to the
eastern edge of the basin, and that correlation helps
to corroborate the lateral continuity of the cycles.
Further evidence for the cycles is seen in logs of
seismic velocity in five of the new wells, downward
termination of deep borehole washouts in several wells
at a common cycle boundary (cycle 5), and limitation
at cycle boundaries of thermal anomalies due to
groundwater movement.
The bases of the eight cycles were correlated with
low stands of sea level using the marine oxygen isotope
record (Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005a), and that relation
indicates that those surfaces are unconformities. That
correlation also permits ages to be assigned to those
surfaces, with the oldest (base of cycle 8) being about
718 ka. Paleomagnetic analysis by E.A. Mankinen shows
a magnetic reversal just below the base of that cycle that
represents the 780-ka Brunhes/Matuyama boundary.
Similarly, a magnetic event identified as the 565-ka Big
Lost excursion occurs just below the 536-ka base of
cycle 6. This consistent relation between stratigraphic
ages assigned using the glacial climate record and the
ages of two underlying, somewhat older paleomagnetic
events helps constrain and confirm the identification of
the cycles.
Analysis of the wells was aided by several
procedures the development of which was stimulated
by examination of the well data. Interpretation of
the resistivity and natural gamma logs from the
geophysically logged wells was calibrated through
quantitative comparison with sediment textures observed
in many hundreds of feet of core from wells CCOC
and GUAD. A key result of this was that the separation
between fine and coarse sediment in the section was
placed at the boundary between fine and medium sand,
because the distinction between fine sand to silt and silty
clay to clay was generally not possible from the logs.

Recognition in the first well examined (CCOC)
that the distribution of coarse layers had some
regularity led to development of a smoothed, downhole
measure of the local concentration of coarse layers—
the coarseness curve—which was then applied to all
the wells. Visual evaluation of the driller’s logs and
comparison with the geophysical logs was facilitated
by converting the driller’s descriptions to numeric
measures of coarseness and plotting those values
down the well column in a fashion similar to the other
logs. Caliper logs from the new wells were used to
identify excessive washouts in coarse layers, which
were inferred to be less cohesive and therefore more
permeable. These deep washouts terminate downward
in the section at the base of cycle 5 in several wells.
The coarseness curves provide a summary of the
distribution of coarse layers in each well. For the deeper
wells, these curves typically show eight principal coarse
peaks, with some of the peaks simple and some more
complex. Each peak is associated with a concentration
of coarse layers, and that coarse interval forms the lower
part of a sedimentary cycle. Each cycle thus consists
of that coarse bottom and an overlying fine top, with
the base of the cycle marked by a generally prominent
coarse-over-fine contact. Although that basal contact is
sharp, the change from coarse bottom to fine top within
a cycle is generally gradational to some degree. The
eight cycles tend to differ from one another in their
detailed internal organization. Within any particular
cycle, however, the internal sequence of beds tends to
persist laterally when compared from well to well, with
most changes occurring gradually despite typical well
spacings of 1 to 3 km.
The uppermost cycle (cycle 1) represents the
postglacial depositional sequence that forms an
unconsolidated blanket across most of the basin and
includes the estuarine Bay mud. Identification of
the base of this cycle proved difficult, both because
the logs tend to be incomplete at that shallow level
and because the top of cycle 2 includes considerable
coarse material in some parts of the basin. Delineation
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of the base of unconsolidated sediment susceptible
to liquefaction by others did not prove a satisfactory
match for the base of cycle 1, although that work aided
in its identification. Coarse material evident near the
top of cycle 2 in some wells, anomalous in the context
of the eight cycles, led to mapping of an uppermost
coarse interval in cycle 2 (C2a) that, with some
uncertainty, was carried throughout the basin. This
interval forms the bulk of the Newark aquifer of the
Niles alluvial cone.
The lower part of the cyclic section is cut out
around the edges of much of the basin by bedrock
rising to shallow levels away from the interior of the
basin. There, in the interior, where the bedrock surface
west of the Silver Creek Fault is deepest, the cyclic
section is underlain by several hundred feet of largely
fine-grained Quaternary sediment, with the two
units separated by a mid-Quaternary unconformity.
Although the Santa Clara Formation and other
Pliocene to Pleistocene gravels are exposed around
the margins of the basin, none have been found in
the subsurface above that buried bedrock surface,
contrary to earlier presumptions that these gravels
floor the basin.
The Quaternary stratigraphic sequence is
summarized in figure 3 and illustrated in figure 15
in the context of four principal wells. The cycles are
subdivided throughout the basin into coarse bottoms
and fine tops, as shown in figures 14 and B3–B21.
This subdivision provides a measure of the varying
abundance of coarse material around the basin and
also emphasizes the typically gradual stratigraphic
change from well to well within each cycle. Aggregate
thickness of coarse layers and other data assembled
during this subdivision are reported in digital data files
(appendix E).
Sedimentary structures and soils recognized
through study of hundreds of feet of core indicate that
most of the basin fill is alluvial, although estuarine
sediment does occur near the margin of and beneath
San Francisco Bay. Earlier use of color to distinguish

alluvial from estuarine sediment is not consistent either
with this evidence or the distribution of oxidized and
reduced colors in the cores.
The upper cyclic sequence forms the principal
groundwater aquifer system of the Santa Clara
Valley, which has been the subject of considerable
previous study. In that context the present results are
particularly important. Rather than forming small local
lenses or long sinuous channel sands embedded in a
predominantly fine-grained section, as earlier studies
suggested, this study finds that the coarse sediment in
the basin forms eight basinwide sheets separated by
fine-grained intervals. This implies that there should be
lateral hydrologic continuity within those sheets and
only limited movement of water across the intervening
fine intervals. Perturbations in thermal gradients
measured in several wells in the basin and attributed
to groundwater management practices do not cross
cycle boundaries, confirming that those boundaries are
strong impediments to water movement.
Around the margins of the basin, and particularly
in its southern part, the fine cycle tops are thin to
perhaps locally absent, and these may thus provide
little to no impediment to vertical water movement.
This would provide surface water access to the deeper
aquifer system, as suggested by previous work. In the
interior of the basin, abrupt downward termination of
deep wellbore washouts at the base of cycle 5 suggests
that aquifer sediment above that boundary is less
consolidated, and thus more permeable, than below it.
The widespread confining aquiclude that is
described by previous workers as occurring at depths
of about 100 to 200 ft is very approximately equivalent
to the central fine interval of cycle 2. The fine tops
of the deeper cycles are not greatly dissimilar in
thickness, however, as is evident from figure 17.
With the cycle boundaries identified in the suite
of wells, their elevations were determined and used
to prepare continuous (raster) representations of the
surfaces by computer. Those digital surfaces were then
used to prepare cross sections along representative

section lines. The boundary surfaces are relatively
smooth and, after removing a few poorly fitting control
points determined from driller’s logs, satisfy the test
that they were once topographic surfaces. The cross
sections show the lateral continuity of the cycles and
of their coarse bottoms and fine tops, as well as the
presence of gradual pinch and swell in cycle thickness,
a feature that is most evident along the western part
of the basin near the heads of alluvial fans. That pinch
and swell, and the varying location of thicker areas
from cycle to cycle seen in maps of cycle thickness,
suggest the filling of topographic lows in each
successive depositional cycle, an expectable pattern in
such an alluvial depositional system.
The continuity and simplicity of the cycle
boundary surfaces provide a severe constraint on
the presence of any faults offsetting the Quaternary
section within the basin. Other than the bounding
fault systems at the east and west sides of the basin,
no faults are required or, within the resolution of
the data, permitted by those boundaries. This result
is in conflict with earlier depictions of faults within
the basin. The boundary surfaces indicate that there
can be very little dip slip anywhere within the basin,
and no systematic offsets exist that extend vertically
through the section or along persistent strike lines
in plan. Similarly, the varying thicknesses of the
cycles and lower coarse intervals show no abrupt and
systematic changes in thickness in either plan or cross
section that might indicate significant lateral offset. It
is precisely this evidence from the mapped cycles that
led Wentworth and others (2010) to conclude that the
Quaternary section in the basin is largely unfaulted,
contrary to earlier suggestions. The exception within
the basin is the Silver Creek Fault (Wentworth and
others, 2010), which in the upper cyclic sequence
is marked by a shallow structural sag about 750 m
(2,500 feet) wide with scattered small fault offsets that
do produce a partial groundwater barrier. Our well
dataset is too sparse to reveal that narrow sag in the
cycle boundaries.
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Appendix A. Description of Cores
Cores were taken in six of the new wells as they
were drilled. For five of these wells, available funding
limited the coring to about 20 percent of the well depth,
or 200 feet per nominally 1,000-foot hole. In one well,
GUAD, funding was obtained to core most of the
upper 1,000 feet of the well. The practical result was
to recover 662 feet of core from the 883 feet attempted
in GUAD, 205 of 339 feet in well CCOC, and similar
smaller amounts in the four other partially cored wells
(EVGR, MGCY, STPK, and WLLO). Core positions
(depths) in the partially cored holes, ideally intended
to sample contacts and coarser intervals, were selected
on the basis of CPT soundings at the drill site and
nearby well logs where available, but more generally
by an attempt to spread the cores fairly evenly down
the depth of the well. In most attempts the drill was
advanced 5 feet to take a nominal 5-ft-long core,
although in some cases only a 2.5 ft advance was
used where difficulty in drilling or in retaining core in
the barrel was anticipated. Once the coring advance
was completed, the core barrel with its contents was
retrieved from within the drill string by wire line.
After removal from the core barrel, the cores were
prepared at the drill site and transported to Menlo Park,
where they are maintained in refrigerated storage. Cores
are identified by well, sequential number down the hole,
and the depth interval that the drill advanced during
coring. In the laboratory they were split longitudinally
and described carefully at centimeter scale. Although
the core depths are recorded in feet, the depth positions
of described intervals within the cores are recorded in
centimeters, measured down from the top of the core.

6.2  cm), and a short cylindrical metal shoe with a
tapered wall was attached at the front of the barrel to
capture the core and feed it upward into the liner within
the core barrel. This assembly was then lowered down
into the well within the drill string on wire line and
attached behind the donut-shaped coring bit.
Drilling then proceeded for the 5 (or 2.5) ft of coring
advance, after which the core barrel was retrieved from
the well by wire line and the shoe and liner removed.
Typically both contained core, although rarely one as
long as the 5 (or 2.5) ft that the drill bit was advanced.
The length of shoe sample and of core in the liner were
recorded, any empty liner at the top of the core was
sawed off, the liner was capped at both ends, and the
shoe sample was stored in a separate section of liner.
Both were labeled by well and core number (such as
CCOC-24C-1) and by depth interval of the core (such as
150–155 ft), and the top of the core was clearly marked.

Core Descriptions
The descriptive information obtained for the cores
is presented in six data tables, which are summarized
here and described in more detail below. Each table
contains information for all the cored wells, with the
cores uniquely identified by well and core depth ranges.
The data tables and their general contents are:
• scv-core—Basic information about the cores,
including well code, core number, depth range of
the core, and details about the length of core that
was actually recovered. This table is where the core
numbers are recorded (for example, CCOC-24C-1);
to determine the core number for a depth interval
described in another table, match that depth range
with the range in this table for the appropriate well.

fragments, soil characteristics, carbonate, and degree
of mechanical disturbance by coring.
• scv-remarks—Any additional remarks about the
sediment, such as maximum clast size, clast rock
type, sedimentary structures, soil characteristics,
color, coring issues such as mechanical disturbance,
intrusion of drilling fluid, empty core space, and
sediment infall.
• scv-penetrometer—Approximate unconfined
compressive strength of cohesive intervals measured
by resistance to intrusion of a metered probe (pocket
penetrometer).
• scv-color—Munsell color of described intervals and
any subordinate phases.

Summary of Data Fields in the Tables
The Core field (only in the scv-core table) uniquely
identifies each core. Several basic fields in each table
identify the well and the relevant depth ranges.
• Core—the well code combined with the core
number uniquely identifies each core. For example,
CCOC-1C-1 identifies the first core taken in well
CCOC. The 1C identifies this as the first core taken,
using a Christiansen coring device (C). The -1
suffix is the core section number. For most cores,
there is only one section, but for a few, some core
material was found above the liner in the core barrel
or for some other reason was separated from the
main core. This material was placed in a separate
core liner and labeled section 2. The core number
itself is listed only in the scv-core table.

Coring

• scv-lith—Textural and bedding information. The use
of grain size terms follows Shepard (1954).

• Well—well code, such as CCOC. Table 1 lists well
codes and equivalent well names.

The core barrel (Christensen 94-mm wireline) was
loaded with a hollow plastic cylinder (the liner) that
would accept and hold the core itself (core diameter

• scv-accessory—Description of other features of
the material, such as sedimentary structures and
bioturbation, sorting and rounding of grains, organic

Depths:
• From (ft)—Beginning (top) of the cored interval, in
feet (scv-core table only)
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• To (ft)—End (bottom) of the cored interval, in feet
(scv-core table only)
• Top Depth (ft)—Depth of the top of the actual
recovered core, in feet. Cores shorter than the cored
interval were assumed to begin at the top of that
interval.
• Bot Depth (ft)—Depth of the bottom of the actual
recovered core, in feet
• From (cm)—Top of the described interval, in
centimeters
• To (cm)—Bottom of the described interval, in
centimeters
• Depth (ft)—Depth at point of measurement, in feet
(scv-penetrometer table only)
• Depth (cm)—Depth at point of measurement, in
centimeters (scv-penetrometer table only)
• Source—the source of the material described, either
core (Cr) or cuttings (Ct) (listed in all tables except
scv-core)
• Date of Entry—date on which the data were recorded
in the database. All basic laboratory properties were
recorded as each core was being examined and
described, typically over a period of an hour or so.

List of Data Tables and Description of Data
Fields
scv-core
The fields for Core, Well, basic depths, and Date
of Entry are described above
• Core Number—The number of the core, counted
sequentially down the hole
• Core Section—Generally 1, but in some cases a second
piece of core was packaged separately as section 2

• Offset (cm)—Distance in cm the recovered core is
moved upward, because empty core space or material
at the top of the core (such as infall from farther up the
borehole) was judged not to be part of the core.
• Recovery (cm)—The length, in centimeters, of the
actual recovered core in the liner
• Shoe Recovery (cm)—The length, in centimeters, of
material recovered from the shoe
• Total Length (cm)—The sum of the material
recovered from liner and shoe
• Attempted Length (ft)—The distance that the core
bit was advanced in taking this core
• Net Recovery (cm)—The actual length of cored
material recovered, in centimeters. This is generally
the same as the Total Length. It can differ, however,
where adjustment is required because core material
has been lost or the length has been distorted by
mechanical disturbance

scv-lith
• Lithology—The texture of each lithologic phase
(primary, secondary, possibly tertiary) is described
in terms of median grain size and subordinate sizes
for the <2 mm fraction, as: sand, silty sand, sandy
silt, silt, clayey silt, silty clay, sand-silt-clay mixtures,
clayey sand, sandy clay, and clay. A standard grainsize card is used to calibrate size estimates. Where
grains coarser than 2 mm exceed 15 percent, the
modifier gravelly is added, and where they exceed 50
percent, the texture is gravel. Other lithologic descriptors include: clast-supported—sand and fines fill pore
space, but gravel clasts are in contact with each other.
• Soils—Features of pedogenic soils (using the
concepts and terminology of Birkeland, 1984) are
described in several places in these tables: Basal
Contact in scv-lith, Accessory in scv-accessory, and
Remarks in scv-remarks
• The fields for Well, basic depths, Source, and Date
of Entry are described above

• Recovery (%)—The percent of attempted core
length actually recovered

• Lith1 (USC)—Field estimate of class in the Unified
Soil Classification System for the primary lithology

• Corrected Recovery (%)—Generally equal to Net
Recovery, but recovered length for some cores was
adjusted to accommodate shrinkage, lost materials,
or expansion of the core upon removal of confining
pressure.

• Lith1 Descr—Texture of the primary phase

• Remarks—Comments about such factors as recovered
length, description of loose material, and corrections to
lengths where the material expanded once unconfined.
Comments about paint refer to portions of liner that
were painted black on the outside before use to exclude
light from the core. This anticipated the possibility of
whole core sampling for optically stimulated or thermal
luminescence dating (samples were taken, but no
luminescence dating has been done).

• Lith3 (USC)—USC class of tertiary phase

• Lith2 (USC)—USC class of secondary phase
• Pct2—Volume percent of secondary phase
• Lith2 Descr—Texture of the secondary phase
• Pct3—Volume percent of tertiary phase
• Lith3 Descr—Texture of tertiary phase
• Bedding—Presence and thickness of bedding, as:
bedding not observed, laminated, massive, thickly
bedded (>dm), medium bedded (cm-dm), or thinly
bedded (<cm)
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• Grain Size—Range in grain size, in mm, of the size
fraction less than 2 mm. See Remarks table for any
comments about coarser grains
• Basal Contact—Nature of basal contact of described
interval, as: sharp; slightly thicker clear; gradual; or
even thicker diffuse (transition zone); contact topology as: smooth, wavy, or a more extreme irregular,
broken (discontinuous), uncertain (indeterminable),
or unknown (not observed)
scv-accessory
• The fields for Well, basic depths, Source, and Date
of Entry are described above
• Accessory—Description of features of the material other than basic texture, such as sedimentary
structures and bioturbation, sorting and rounding of
grains, organic fragments, soil characteristics, carbonate, and degree of mechanical disturbance by coring. Each such feature is described for a given depth
interval separately from others, such that described
intervals for different accessories can overlap each
other. The same depth interval can, for example, be
separately described as “Slightly Disturbed,” “No
hydrocarbon indications,” and “Bimodal sorting.”
More than 100 different descriptors are used.
• Abundance—The abundance of the accessory, where
appropriate, such as accessory = “Ripup clasts,”
abundance = “Few-moderate (5-10%)”
scv-remarks
• The fields for Well, basic depths, Source, and Date
of Entry are described above
• Remarks—Any additional comments about the
sediment, such as maximum clast size, clast rock
type, sedimentary structures, soil characteristics,
color, coring issues such as mechanical disturbance,
intrusion of drilling fluid, empty core space, and

sediment infall. The entries are free form, with the
longest approaching 450 characters. Quoted identifications (such as “gabbro”) are visual interpretations
that may not be completely accurate.
scv-color
• Colors—Primary and secondary colors of the core
are described as soon as possible after the core is
split, because oxidation can cause colors to change
rapidly. Colors are recorded both as Munsell color
notation and color names (Munsell Color, 2000).
• The fields for Well, basic depths, Source, and Date
of Entry are described above
• Munsell1—Color notation for the primary color phase
• Color1 Descr—Color name for the primary color phase
• Munsell2—Color notation for the secondary color
phase
• Color2 Descr—Color name for the secondary color
phase
scv-penetrometer
• A quick measure of the unconfined compressive
strength of cohesive sediment is determined using a
pocket penetrometer (the CL-700 tool manufactured
by Soiltest—now ELE International). The springmounted probe is pressed into the flat surface of
the core until a penetration of 1 cm is achieved, and
the maximum load required is recorded in tons per
square feet. Loads in excess of 4.5 ton/ft2 (the maximum measurement for this instrument) are recorded
as >4.5 tons/sq. ft., and the degree of penetration at
refusal is recorded as a percentage of the required
1-cm depth of penetration.
• The fields for Well, basic depths, Source, and Date
of Entry are described above

• UCS (ton/ft2)—Measures unconfined compressive
strength in tons per square foot
• Remarks—Any comments about the measurement
or the material, including the percent depth of penetration for tests where the probe reaches the
4.5 ton/ft2 maximum at less than 1 cm penetration.
• Lith Descr—Texture of the measured sediment
(from the scv-lith table)

Appendix B. Well Correlation
Sections
The wells with driller’s logs in our primary dataset
(104 wells, excluding 917) are here interleaved with
the geophysically logged wells of figures 11 and 14 (21
wells, excluding HTOR) along the section lines shown
in figure B1 and, using the symbology of figure B2 (and
see figs. 4 and 5A), are shown in figures B3–B21. The
result is to greatly expand the framework defined by
those wells with geophysical logs both by filling gaps
and by expanding the areal coverage. Because these
additional wells are all represented by driller’s logs,
they are generally less confident representatives of the
stratigraphic section than are the geophysical logs. Well
917 is not included because it contains control only for
cycle 1; well HTOR is excluded because it lies west of
the Monte Vista frontal fault.
The diagram for each well in a section shows
the well column in gray overlain by the logs, coarse
intervals, and bedrock (if present). The wells are
hung from a horizontal line, and thus compare depth,
not elevation. The maximum difference in ground
elevation within the well dataset is 236 ft (excluding
HTOR), with surface elevations ranging from near sea
level around the bay to as high as 200–239 ft near the
heads of the alluvial fans. See data files bndys.xls and
subdivs.xls (appendix E) for additional details.
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Cycle

Figure B2. Explanation of symbols used in
figures B3-B21. See also figures 4 and 5A, which
provide explanation for the symbols used in
the similar well diagrams of figures 5B, 14, and
15. Each well is identified by a well code and
represented by a column within which the log
information is plotted as a function of depth.
For wells with geophysical logs, the column is
divided into two parts vertically with different
logs plotted in each. Values for the logs increase
to the right, with resistivity typically ranging
from 0 to 75 or 100 ohm-meters and natural
gamma from 0 to 100 API units. Only one value is
shown at the centerline, generally the high end
of the left hand scale, as the resistivity scales all
start at 0. Numeric driller’s logs have values of
1 to 5, and 9. Values for the coarseness curve
range from 0 to 100 percent within its column.
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The shallow logs used to supplement the deep
logs in well MOFT (figs. 11B, 14B, 15, and B4,
B5, and B15) were obtained from a log of a nearby
shallow geotechnical well that was collected in 1988
as part of a study at Moffett Field, California, by
Geo-Hydro-Data Inc. of Tehachapi, California, for
The Water Development Corporation, apparently
under contract to the U.S. Navy.

Appendix C. Gridding the Cycle
Boundaries and Other Properties
Available control was used to prepare spatially
continuous elevation surfaces (digital raster grids)
for the cycle boundaries, the base of the upper coarse
interval (C2a) in cycle 2, the internal boundaries
between upper fine and lower coarse intervals in each
cycle (top/bottom, or T/B, boundaries), and the buried
bedrock surface. From these surfaces, grids representing
the thickness of the cycles and of their upper fine and
lower coarse intervals were prepared. Grids were also
prepared for the varying abundance of coarse layers
within the lower coarse intervals of the cycles. The grids
are necessarily rectangular, and all of them cover most
or all of the full study area, regardless of the extent of
control for a particular surface. In the map presentations
of plates 1 and 2, the outlying areas for which there is
no control are masked as areas of no data and bedrock,
and in some of the grids those areas have null values
(NODATA).
Several gridding routines available in the
commercial geographic information system (GIS)
ArcInfo were tested before making these grids,
including various splines and the function TOPOGRID,
which was designed for topographic surfaces. Graham
and Wentworth (2005) had previously selected
TOPOGRID in a similar comparison. In the present test,
the splines produced relatively high-amplitude bulges in
uncontrolled areas, with the result that adjacent surfaces

tended to intersect each other locally, a problem that
was much less common with the TOPOGRID surfaces.
For these reasons, and the fact that the cycle boundary
and bedrock surfaces were once topographic surfaces,
TOPOGRID was used for all the gridding. It did prove
necessary to limit the number of TOPOGRID iterations
severely, however, to avoid progressively increased
departures from the control elevations; here 4 iterations
were used rather than the default of 30. The resulting
gridded surfaces are generally smooth, with only modest
high and low bulges in uncontrolled areas, although
for some grids it was necessary to construct additional
control points to limit such anomalies. Note that at the
rising outer edge of an area of control the gridded surface
map may turn downward or continue upward, thus
defining uncontrolled arches or ramps.

Cycle Boundaries
The cycle boundary surfaces (plate 1, maps 1–10)
were prepared sequentially, first using all available
well control (see appendix B), then further constrained
by rejecting any anomalous control points, and finally
adding any needed constructed points (the control
points used, those rejected, and those constructed for
these surfaces are shown on the maps of plate 2, row
A). The results of the initial gridding were inspected
for local distortions unreasonable in an erosional
topographic surface, the wells responsible for any
such anomalies were rejected, and the surfaces then
remade (see main text for discussion). The number
of wells with depths (and therefore elevations) for
individual cycle boundary surfaces ranged from 92 to
82 for cycles 1 through 4, 66 for cycle 5, and thence
decreasing from 41 to, finally, 19 for cycle 8. Wells
rejected as having anomalous elevations did not exceed
8, and for most cycles were 5 or fewer (table C1).
The testing of each gridded cycle boundary
involved examination of the gridded surface itself,
both as an image and as contours generated from that

Table C1. Wells rejected in the cycle-boundary gridding
process.
Cycle
1
2a
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rejected Wells
0 of 85
5 of 87:
4 of 96:
7 of 99:
3 of 86:
8 of 74:
4 of 45:
1 of 29:
0 of 22

351, 722, 759, 763, 774
722, 759, 901
403, 698, 761, 900, 938, 940
718, 759, 761
210, 698, 703, 717, 759, 896, 938, 940
731, 759, 940, 945
725

surface, but also by examining the cycle thickness
determined by subtracting each cycle boundary
from the overlying one. For cycle 1, this required a
topographic surface, a smoothed version of which was
prepared by intersecting a 500-m grid of points with
a 30-m digital elevation model and then gridding the
resulting elevations. The sources for the topographic
data are Graham and Pike (1998) for 30-m subaerial
data and a National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Web site accessed in 2005 for
30-m estuarine bathymetry of San Francisco Bay (the
2014 Web address is http://estuarinebathymetry.noaa.
gov/bathy_htmls/P090.html).
Control for the base of cycle 1 involved both
elevations in wells, of which there were 84, and,
beyond the outer limit of cycle 1 deposits, a scattering
of points on the surfaces of exposed cycle 2 sediment
at the heads of the alluvial fans (Pleistocene alluvium
of fig. 2). Local uncontrolled bulges in the surface
east and west of the south end of San Francisco Bay
were constrained with three additional control points
from the dataset of the California Geological Survey
(Clahan and others, 2002). In some uncontrolled
outer areas where the cycle is thin, the cycle 1 base
rose above the smoothed topographic surface. There,
the cycle 1 surface was arbitrarily set 1 foot below
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that topographic surface (see plate 2, map 1, adjusted
areas). No other cycle boundary encountered this
intersection problem, but some further adjustments
(see below) were required to prevent intersection of
the internal top/bottom surfaces with the overlying
cycle boundaries.
The well control for cycles 3, 5, and 8 was
supplemented east of the Silver Creek Fault with points
determined from the Evergreen seismic reflection
profile (see fig. 13 and discussion in the section on
“Mapping the Cycles”). There were 10 such points used
for cycle 3, 12 for cycle 5, and three for cycle 8.

Top/Bottom Surfaces, Thicknesses, and
Abundance of Coarse Sediment
Control for gridding the top/bottom internal
boundary for each cycle (plate 2, maps 10–18) was
more limited than for gridding the base of the cycle,
because information for that internal boundary was not
available for all the wells used to define the cycle base.
This resulted in a decrease in the number of control
wells for most cycles by 0 to 6, by 9 for cycle 3, and
by 16 for C2a. Testing for intersection of these internal
boundaries with the overlying cycle boundaries in
areas of no control indicated a number of problems.
To resolve these, one or two additional control points
were created using elevations and thicknesses from
nearby wells for most of the cycles (shown on the
maps of plate 2). Cycle 1 posed a special problem,
because it is relatively thin but also because available
well detail tends to be poor and a coarse bottom is
not everywhere present or discriminated. As a result,
to prevent the scattered negative thicknesses that
resulted, the C1 top/bottom surface was set equal to
the basal C1 surface where those negatives occurred.
Inasmuch as the internal top/bottom boundaries occur
within continuous alluvial depositional sequences and

are not necessarily the same age everywhere, the few
anomalous depressions were not corrected.
The cycle thickness grids were determined by
subtracting the cycle boundary elevation grid from the
next overlying cycle boundary. Thickness grids for the
upper fine and lower coarse intervals were similarly
determined from the cycle boundary grids and grids
for the top/bottom internal surfaces. Grids for the
percentage of coarse sediment and the aggregate
thickness of that sediment in the lower coarse
intervals (plate 2, maps 19–36) were determined from
the wells and values listed in data table subdivs.xls.
The control points shown for these maps on plate 2
are those well locations. No additional constraints
were imposed for these grids.

Bedrock Surface
Control on the position of the buried bedrock
surface (plate 1, map 11) is provided both by wells
that bottom in rock and by those that do not but are
deep enough to constrain the surface. Other control
is provided by seismic reflection profiles by Williams
and others (2002, 2004, and 2005), refraction profiles
by Hazelwood and bedrock wells reported by him
(1974 and 1976), and the elevation of mapped
depositional contacts of alluvium on bedrock. The
digital GIS vector map bdrk (see appendix E) contains
the data points used from these sources, and for the
bedrock wells (other than those from Hazelwood)
includes a brief description of the bedrock
encountered (database field LITH).
The bedrock wells consist of 28 from our primary
dataset and 17 others (including those shown by
Hazelwood). Reports of rock types encountered in the
bottom of these holes range from confident geologic
identifications of greywacke and argillite of the
Franciscan Complex, serpentinite, and Miocene marine
sandstone to such driller’s descriptions as serpentine,

shale, rock, Hill Formation, and, in one case, “brittle
white rock.” No information on rock type is provided
by Hazelwood for the bedrock wells that he shows.
Seismic reflections from the basement surface
in the Guadalupe and Evergreen seismic profiles are
relatively clear, whereas, in the Cupertino profile,
selection of where to pick the bedrock is guided by the
–650 to –750 foot elevations of rock in nearby wells.
That depth range matches a change in the character
of subhorizontal reflections in the Cupertino profile
from regular and continuous below to discontinuous
and somewhat irregular above, which is interpreted
to mark the bedrock contact. This contrasts with an
earlier interpretation of the profile in which a deeper
angular unconformity was judged to mark that
contact (Williams and others, 2004). One guide to
identifying the bedrock surface in the wells near the
reflection profile is well 971, west of the profile, which
encountered “brittle white rock” at elevations of –676
and –682, with intervening “sandy clay and gravel.”
The white brittle rock is probably porcellanite, a
common lithology in Miocene Monterey Formation and
related rocks. Deeper in that well, and interbedded with
clay, sand, and gravel, the driller reported “sandstone,”
“cemented gravel,” “hard blue shale,” and “hard sand.”
This section below the top of the first white brittle
rock is judged to be Miocene bedrock, here including
both porcellanite and less siliceous clastics. Well 778,
almost 5 km to the north, also encounters reported rock
(–739 to –774 and –865 to –919) with intervening and
underlying clastic sediment. Well WW-3, about 1.3 km
east of the reflection profile, bottoms in 67 ft of “blue
clay and shale” below an elevation of –659 feet, which
is far too shallow to mark the angular relation located
nearby in the profile at almost –1,600 feet.
All the direct control was used to grid the bedrock
surface in the same fashion used for the sedimentary
cycles. Intersection of that surface with all the wells in
our dataset identified several that are deeper than that
surface but do not reach rock. Because the surface must
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be deeper than those wells, elevations just below the
bottoms of 19 wells were added to force the final gridded
surface to pass beneath them (plate 1, map 11, points
shown as “well, no rock”). Remaining artifacts in the
surface around the north side of Oak hill were constrained
by the addition of two constructed elevation points.
The final bedrock surface shown on plate 1 contains
prominent closed depressions at wells 819 and MOFT
and a small one in the topographic reentrant east of
Oak hill. Probably, were there a denser array of control
points, these would prove to be along drainage ways and
are simply artifacts of the present distribution of control.

Subcrop Areas
The sedimentary cycles terminate laterally
outward against the bedrock surface, and because
that surface slopes inward toward the center of the
Quaternary basin and to the edge of the Evergreen
Basin, shallower cycles have larger areas than deeper
ones. Thus, in the maps of plates 1 and 2, the area of
bedrock increases downward through the cycles. This
increased area of bedrock at the base of each cycle—
the bedrock subcrop area—is shown on those maps in
light green. The subcrop boundaries were determined
by intersecting the digital grids for each cycle boundary
with that for the bedrock surface. Although each
sedimentary cycle gradually onlaps the bedrock surface
such that the top of the cycle (the base of the next
overlying cycle) has a larger area than its base, subcrop
depiction in the maps makes the simplification that the
full thickness of the cycle terminates at the subcrop
boundary. For cycle 8, however, because the bedrock
surface slopes particularly gently along the west side
of the basin beneath that cycle, the subcrop boundary
shown for its upper fine interval (plate 2, map 18) is
that for its internal top/bottom surface, not its base.

Appendix D. Construction of the
Cross Sections
The cross sections of figure 17 were prepared from
the gridded surfaces described in appendix C, with
minor modifications to better fit nearby well control
(wells shown on the sections in that figure). The crosssection lines were defined in map space and points then
created along them at 500-m spacing. These points were
intersected with the cycle and top/bottom boundaries
to obtain elevations of those surfaces at each point.
Distances along the sections to each point, and elevations
of the surfaces at that point, were then moved into crosssection space to define the surfaces there.
Simplified representations of control wells on
or near the section lines (see fig. 17) were prepared
from the well diagrams (fig. 22) and overlaid on the
cross sections. The cross sections were then adjusted
to better match those wells. Most of the mismatches
were small. Reasonable mismatches for control wells
that were more than 100 m or so from the section
lines were retained. The dashed base of cycle 6 shown
in section FG to the west of well 210 is based on
depiction of that cycle in section AC.

Appendix E. Digital Data Files
Numerous tabular and geographic information
system (GIS) files are included with this report. The
tabular files include six files of descriptive data about
the cores collected from the newly drilled wells (see
appendix A) and two files listing depths in wells and
other information about the sedimentary cycles. Two
vector point GIS files contain the wells and well
information, one contains control for the bedrock
surface, and one vector polygon file is a framework

geologic map. There are 18 raster elevation grids of cycle
boundaries and subboundaries, and 9 each of aggregate
thickness of coarse material and percent of coarse layers
within the bottom coarse intervals of the cycles. Also
included are the two shadesets (tables of colors) and two
remap tables (correlation tables) used to assign colors
to those raster grids. The tabular files are presented
as Microsoft Excel tables. The vector GIS layers are
presented as ArcInfo export files, the raster layers as
ArcInfo grids, and the shadesets as both ArcInfo export
and text files. The remap tables are text files.

Tables
• scv-core.xls—core data: basic information about the
cores, including well code, core number, depth range,
and length of the core.
• scv-lith.xls—core data: textural and bedding information.
• scv-accessory.xls—core data: description of other
features of the sediment.
• scv-remarks.xls—core data: any additional remarks
about the sediment.
• scv-penetrometer.xls—core data: approximate
unconfined compressive strength of cohesive
intervals.
• scv-color.xls—core data: Munsell color of described
intervals and any subordinate phases.
• bndys.xls—depths to cycle boundaries in the 125
control wells.
• subdivs.xls—details of cycle subdivisions in the
125 wells: for each cycle top and each bottom (where
discernable), thickness, aggregate thickness of coarse
layers, thickness of the thickest individual fine layer,
and number of layers.
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GIS Files
Vector Maps

• el-c3b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 3.
• el-c3—the bottom surface of cycle 3.
• el-c4b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 4.

• qbdys.e00—map of the study area containing
boundaries of south San Francisco Bay, the surrounding Bay mud, the outer Quaternary alluvium
boundary, and the Holocene/Pleistocene alluvium
boundary. The principal areas thus defined are identified as H2O, Qhbm, Qh, Qp, and br (bedrock).

• el-c4—the bottom surface of cycle 4.

• wels1.e00—points representing wells and other control
points used to define the base of cycle 1, attributed with
depths to and elevations of the cycle 1 boundary.

Percent of Coarse Layers in Cycle Bottoms
• pc-c1b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 1.
• pc-c2a—percent of coarse layers in cycle 2a.
• pc-c2b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 2.

• el-c5b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 5.

• pc-c3b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 3.

• el-c5—the bottom surface of cycle 5.

• pc-c4b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 4.

• el-c6b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 6.

• pc-c5b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 5.

• el-c6—the bottom surface of cycle 6.

• pc-c6b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 6.

• el-c7b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 7.

• pc-c7b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 7.

• wells.e00—points representing all 127 control wells
used in the study, attributed for all eight cycles, with
depths to and elevations of the cycle boundaries and
internal top/bottom boundaries.

• el-c7—the bottom surface of cycle 7.

• pc-c8b—percent of coarse layers in bottom of cycle 8.

• bdrk.e00—points representing control on the elevation of the buried bedrock surface.

• bdrk—the surface of underlying bedrock

• subs.e00—points representing the 125 control wells
used in the study, attributed for all eight cycles, with
the subdivision data of data table subdivs.xls.

Aggregate Thickness of Coarse Layers in
Coarse Intervals Within Each Cycle

• thick.shd.e00—shadeset containing a spectrum of
250 CMYK colors ranging from dark blue through
green and yellow to magenta.

• ag-c1b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 1.

• pct.shd.e00—shadeset containing a spectrum of 100
CMYK colors ranging from dark blue through green
and yellow to magenta.

Raster Grids

• el-c8b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 8.
• el-c8—the bottom surface of cycle 8.

• ag-c2a—aggregate coarse thickness in cycle 2a.

Cycle and Top/Bottom Elevation Surfaces

• ag-c2b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 2.

• el-c0—smoothed topographic surface that forms the top
of cycle 1.

• ag-c3b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 3.

• el-c1b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 1.

• ag-c4b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 4.

Color Files
Shadesets

• thick.txt—thick shadeset as a text file, containing the
same colors in CMYK format.
• pct.txt—pct.shd shadeset as a text file, containing
the same colors in CMYK format.

• el-c1—the bottom surface of cycle 1.

• ag-c5b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 5.

Remap Tables

• el-c2a—the bottom of the anomalous upper coarse
interval of cycle 2.

• ag-c6b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 6.

• thick.rmt – text table assigning the colors of thick.
shd to values ranging from 0 to 275.

• el-c2b—the internal top/bottom surface of cycle 2.
• el-c2—the bottom surface of cycle 2.

• ag-c7b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 7.
• ag-c8b—aggregate coarse thickness in bottom of cycle 8.

• pct.rmt – text table assigning the colors of pct.shd to
values ranging from 0 to 100.
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Metadata Files
• Qbndys-metadata.txt
• Wells1-metadata.txt
• wells-metadata.txt
• bdrk-metadata.txt
• subdivs-metadata.txt
• uncon-metadata.txt
• el_grids-metadata.txt
• crs-pct_grids-metadata.txt
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